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From the Desk of … the Pastor

I
am making this issue of Spirit and Truth a special issue because of a busy Fall schedule I will have in September
and October. As you can tell by our Holy Day calendar for 2016 (when compared to others who observe God's
holy days), we will be observing the Fall Feasts September 1, 10, 15-22 – about 29 days or so before others who

observe the Holy Days of Leviticus 23. The reason for this difference lies in the way we construct our Holy Day
calendar: We do not agree with Hillel II's use of "postponements" in his so-called "Hebrew" calendar.

These "postponements" often cause God's Holy Days to be "postponed" beyond the actual, specific time period.
God commands in Leviticus 23. Also, he uses the new moon of the seventh month to determine the first day of the
first month ... a practice totally unnecessary unless you are making "adjustments" to a complex calendar in order to
accommodate something like a man-made religious tradition that God has not commanded.

Also, I will be going to Frankfurt, Germany in October as an invitee to represent my recently-published book
Understanding the "Beasts" of Revelation 13 at the Frankfurt International Book Fair – reputed to be the largest in
the world. Publishers from all over the world come to preview books that they might like to translate into other
languages or republish in their countries under their traditional publishing house name. LitFire Publishers of Atlanta,
GA extended this invitation to me so they could represent the book there. They had read it and liked its message,
style, and professional look. Seeing an "open door" of opportunity, I could not refuse the offer.

This issue of Spirit and Truth studies many facets
of the problem of calendar construction and demon-
strates why Hillel II's practice is not God-ordained and
does not rest upon God's Church as a duty, obligation,
or practice. This is a step aside from what the various
Churches of God in the seventh-day tradition have done
since about 1927 or so. It is bold ... and it has scriptural
warrant. We call on others to consider it carefully.

The first instruction in Scripture regarding a "calen-
dar" is found in Genesis 1:14, 15 where the Lord God
says that the sun, moon, and stars are to be the means
by which man will understand signs, seasons, days, and
years. The Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew/English Lexi-
con defines "seasons" (Hebrew = moed) as being: a.
"appointed time, place, meeting … b. in particular …,

sacred season … day(s) of appointed season (i.e. fes-
tivals) …" (p. 417b). This is consistent with many other
lexicons and commentaries too numerous to name.

Consider Moffatt's translation: "Let there be lights
in the Vault of heaven to separate day from night, to
mark out the sacred seasons, the days and the years…"
(emphases added). The Jerusalem Bible (work of Rom-
an Catholic scholars) translates "seasons" to say "ap-
pointed times." Other translations like the New Ameri-
can Standard Bible (work of Christian scholars), the
New English Bible (work of Old Testament committee
dominated by Jewish scholars), the New International
Bible (work of Christian scholars), and the Today's
English Version Bible (less literal version than the
others above; work of Christian scholars) use a defi-
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nition similar to BDB's to explain the intended meaning
of moed in Genesis 1:14.

These statements amount to the Lord God's plan to
have appointed sacred seasons (that is: festivals) at cer-
tain intervals of time during a "year." If you understand
the ordinal arrangement of the week, then you can un-
derstand His will that the week will be cyclical (that is:
repeating a seven-day cycle), rather than lineal (that is:
continuing in a straight line with 8, 9, 10, etc.).

Psalm 104:19 says that the moon was appointed for
determining the seasons (Hebrew = moed). Logic dic-
tates, therefore, that the seasons will also be cyclical,
rather than lineal. In other words, the seasons will be
repetitive like the seven-day week is repetitive. And …
man can figure out the sacred seasons in their appoint-
ed times by the moon. Scripture speaks of days, weeks,

months, seasons, and years (read Gen. 1:14 and Lev.
23) … and we deduce from the evidence that they are
intended to be cyclical, not lineal.

Beyond Psalm 104:19, Exodus 12:2; 13:4, and Le-
viticus 23, there are no specific Scriptures that lay out
how to carry out the construction of a Holy Day calen-
dar. Most Holy Day calendars in use today among the
various Churches of God are derived from the Hillel II
model constructed by the Jewish Sanhedrin in AD 359.
It is a complex, lunar/solar calendar that has no scrip-
tural basis for its existence. It is here that God's Church
faces the challenge of constructing a calendar for the
proper observance of God's Holy Days. How may (per-
missive) it be done? There is a better method for cal-
endar construction that what is offered by Hillel II.

The term "key" is used six times in Scripture;
the term "keys" is used twice. Whether it defines
something used relative to David, knowledge, the
Kingdom of God, the Bottomless Pit, or Hell and
Death, the "key" is still something that either
opens something and/or locks it. It is an image
of a level of power, authority, and responsibility
to have possession of the "key."

Seven Biblical Mysteries Unveiled is a "key"
that opens up knowledge and understanding to
seven specific "mysteries" of God relative to the
Gospel of the Kingdom of God. This "key" opens
up biblical understanding that is not generally
available elsewhere. It is detailed. It is
spiritually mature. It is straight talk and plain
truth. Are you ready to open your mind to God's
truth?

Available now at www.westbowpress.com. 
Order yours today! 
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By Whose Authority?

C
onsider the following quote very carefully:

In the churches of God it has been generally assumed – though not a Jewish belief – that the calendar itself

is "holy," that it was directly inspired by God and handed down to Moses, that the Jewish authorities are

charged with its maintainance [sic] ...There is no evidence that it was especially "divinely revealed" for

Israel. It is a humanly devised secular calendar...It was not a divinely revealed calendar. That is, not "holy,"

not "the sacred calendar," not "God's calendar," but humanly devised, however skillfully ... There is no need

to postulate "divine guidance" for the construction of the calendar. And there is no evidence that God did

so. (James McBride, article: The Origins of Our Calendar; http://www.truthontheweb.org/admit.htm; empha-

ses added).

As a simple matter of fact, McBride is correct in his assessment if he is referencing what is called Hillel II's

"Hebrew" calendar. Therefore, without the specific revelation from God, any calendar constructed by a human is

going to be man-made and subject to question. The question is going to be: Who best answers the requirements that

we can derive from Scripture, as opposed to human religious traditions (Matt. 15:1-9) – especially those that make

void God's commandments? Human authority is insufficient unless there is absolute proof that such a human was

directly inspired by God to construct such a calendar.

Some in the Churches of God appeal to Matthew 23:1-3 and Romans 3:2 to claim that the Jews have the

authority (that is, (1) They sit in "Moses' seat" and (2) They possess the "oracles of God") to set the Holy Day

calendar. Let's consider the problems involved with such a blanket assumption because having been given "God's

authority" to do so must harmonize with God's will about how things must be done (see Matt. 7:21-23 and Rom.

12:1, 2). No claim to possess God's authority is made in this study.

Moses' Seat

Let's get a background to the "seat of Moses." It

does not need a long, drawn out commentary. In Exo-

dus 7:1, 2, the Lord God said that Moses would be "a

god to Pharaoh" [Hebrew = elohiym: "a representative

of God"; emphases added] and would "speak all that I

command you." From that point on, Moses became

God's "lawgiver" to Israel and spokesman to Pharaoh.

In Exodus 18:16, Moses told his father-in-law that one

of his primary duties was to "make [Israel] know the

statutes of God, and His laws." The first five books of

the Bible are the writings of Moses regarding all of the

laws the Lord God commanded him to speak to Israel

and write down (see Ex. 34:27).

In context, Moses was the Lord God's expert in

God's law. That was his "seat": the center, or chief, lo-

cation of God's government among Israel. This is sup-

ported by Jesus Christ in the parable of the Rich Man

and Lazarus in Luke 16:19-31. Read especially vv. 29,

31. It is also supported at the Jerusalem Conference de-

scribed in Acts 15 – read especially v. 21.

Moses was also the Lord God's prophet. Hosea

writes: "By a prophet the Lord brought Israel out of
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Egypt, and by a prophet [Israel] was preserved" (12:13;

emphases added). If you understand the implication of

this, Moses embodied the role of the "Law" and "Proph-

ets" (see Matt. 5:17-19). That was his God-ordained

"seat" of authority – the "seat of Moses."

Matthew 5:17-19 substantiates the claim that the

"Law" and the "Prophets" still maintain a "seat of au-

thority" among God's true Church (see also Luke

24:44). It does not, however, tell who is the human in

charge among us today. Most of the separation among

the Churches of God today is less about doctrine and

more about who is in charge.

In Deuteronomy 18:9-22, the Lord God discusses

the role of the prophet among Israel. He does not allow

Israel to use the pagan methods of "prophecy" (see also

Jer. 10:2). And, He warns Israel about uttering "proph-

ecies" without the divine authority to do so (Deut.

18:19, 20). Such a warning is implied in Revelation

22:18, 19 (see also 1 Pet. 1:20, 21). There is a differ-

ence between being the one who delivers/reveals the

prophecy and being the one who interprets or teaches

about the revealed prophecy (Amos 3:7; Acts 2:14-36).

Included in the instruction in Deuteronomy 18:9-22

is a prophetic statement by the Lord God that there

would be a future "Prophet" to whom Israel would have

to give heed (v. 15-19). In John 1:19-27, we find John

the Baptist denying that he is either the Christ or "that

Prophet." Yet, he identifies Jesus Christ as being "the

Lamb of God, which takes away the sins of the word"

(v. 29).

It is apparent that John the Baptist had suspicions

about Jesus' role with regard to both positions (see John

3:23-36). In Matthew 11:1-6, we see that John sent

some of his disciples to Jesus to inquire if Jesus was

"he that should come" (v. 3). It may be safely inferred

that the question was in reference to the two positions:

Christ and "that Prophet." You might ponder the differ-

ence between Psalm 108:8 and Isaiah 33:22 and com-

pare that to Genesis 49:10.

In John 6:1-14, Jesus sets off a firestorm of enthu-

siasm when He performs miracles just prior to the Pass-

over season – especially the miracle of the fishes and

loaves. Note in v. 14 the conclusion reached by many in

that crowd because of the miracles: "This is of a truth

that prophet that should come into the world." So, they

attempted to take Jesus by force and make Him the

King of Israel. Peter takes up the prophecy from Deu-

teronomy 18 in Acts 3:18-26. Note in particular vv. 22,

23. It is from such references that it is concluded that

Jesus Christ is our Prophet, Priest (Heb. 5 and 7:11-17),

and King (Zech. 14:9; Rev. 11:15; 19:16).

What I want you to focus on is the point at which

the "seat of Moses" moved from "Moses," and whatever

line that followed him, to Jesus Christ ... because He is

the One who ultimately controls the integrity of both

the Law and the Prophets (Matt. 5:17-19). James 4:12

infers as much. I think that you should understand that

prior to our next discussion.

Matthew 23:2 has been misunderstood by those

who claim that the Jews have the authority over the

Holy Day calendar. There are several points to be made

to support my conclusion, not the least of which is the

challenge for you to find in all that Moses wrote down

any discussion about how to construct a Holy Day cal-

endar for the commanded Holy Days the Lord God dic-

tated to Moses in Leviticus 23 and other places in the

"Books of Moses."

I will give you credit for noting that a "Holy Day"

calendar eventually emerged among the Jews that was

made official by Hillel II … but that credit does not

count for the authority to claim that it is, therefore,

God's revealed Holy Day calendar and that Christ's

Church is presently under Jewish authority regarding

that Holy Day calendar. It was one in a long line.

Here is the basic message of the entirety of Matthew

23. Jesus expresses a distinctive feature of the Jewish

faith: the continuity of the basic faith throughout the

centuries. I say "basic" because the sectarian nature of

Judaism through the ages after the Babylonian captivity

precluded agreement in many areas of theological doc-

trine and/or practice among the Jews.

God gave the Law to Moses. That "seat" was inher-

ited by Joshua. Joshua transmitted it to the Elders, and

the Prophets certainly had use of it. It later came into

the possession of the Scribes (that is, the rabbis) and

Pharisees – in essence, the Jews. Since Christ has com-

pletely divorced Israel (both Houses), does He there-

after leave the "seat of Moses" among them? Or, is it
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given to someone else?

Since Jesus does not mention any of the other Jew-

ish "denominations" in His comments (Judaism was,

and is today, a sectarian religion; for example: Phari-

sees, Sadducees, Essenes, Zealots, early Christians, etc.

in the New Testament account), one could reasonably

conclude from Matthew 23:2 that some among the

Scribes and Pharisees occupied the "seat of Moses" in

their local synagogues where the authoritative teachers

of the Law sat (The Interpreter's Bible, vol. 7, p. 528).

In that case, there would have been as many "seats of

Moses" as there were synagogues!

It is one thing to occupy the "seat" and quite another

to do so in spirit and in truth (John 4:23, 24) … "rightly

dividing the word of truth" (2 Timothy 2:15). Though

not as numerous, their situation was not unlike pre-

sent-day Judaism and mainstream "Christianity" with

its 32,000+ competing, contradictory denominations!

Read Matthew 5:17-48 (note all of the "it has been

said" references); 15:1-14, and 21:23-27 … along with

the remainder of Matthew 23. To whom were they

addressed? Ask yourself this question: Does Jesus con-

sider the total authority of the Priests, Elders, Scribes,

and Pharisees as being legitimate? Read Matthew 16:19

and 18:18. Does it appear that true authority ("Moses'

seat") has been passed from the Jews to the Christian

leaders? Why would it have been? Two things: (a) the

Church now has the "keys of the Kingdom" and (b) the

Church now has the power to "loose and bind" accord-

ing to God's Law.

If you understand Romans 11 correctly, the "rem-

nant according to the election of grace" (Isa. 1:9; Rom.

11:1-29) is the New Testament Church (read 2 Cor. 3).

Romans 11:7 says that "Israel has not obtained that for

which he seeks; but the election has obtained it, and the

rest were blinded" (emphases added). Verses 16-24

indicate that the "election" is the "holy root," and … the

"holy root" represents the true Church.

It should be clear that Jesus did not have in mind all

Jews or all Priests, Elders, and Scribes and Pharisees

when He made His statement. Not all of them were bad

(think of Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea). So,

what was the point of making it? This basic concept

about Jesus' statement in Matthew 23:1-4 is widely

agreed upon by numerous commentators:

You must obey the great principles of God's

laws as revealed to and taught by Moses. Obey

the Scribes and Pharisees only if they teach

them correctly (Ibid; paraphrased from Inter-

preter's, p. 529; emphases added).

It is apparent in Jesus' wider remarks that they did

not always do so either in fact or meaning (see Matt.

22:23-33 re: the question by the Sadducees). The "two

great laws" teach respect for others and reverence for

God (see Matt. 22:34-46). How was the Scribes and

Pharisees' "seat of Moses" working?

So, who occupies the "seat of Moses" today? Is it

Jesus Christ as He leads His Church? Is it a particular

leader of one of the "sects" of the former Worldwide

Church of God? Or … is it among the Jews? Either

way, the above-stated principle is still the same: The

answer to our calendar problem must be sought in

"Moses" and the "Prophets" because that is where the

"authority" lies. We must not add to it or diminish from

it (Deut. 4:1, 2; 12:32; Josh. 1:7; Prov. 30:6). If you

consider what Hillel II does with “postponements, then

you should be able to see additions and diminishments.

The "Oracles of God"

In order to understand Romans 3:1, 2, we need to

understand Paul's purpose for writing this letter to the

Romans. Indeed, we need to understand Paul's view of

where he fit in the scheme of the building of the New

Testament Church in Jesus Christ. In Romans 1:8, he

speaks well of the reputation of the Romans' faith and

practice. In Romans 15:20, he makes it clear that he

was not called by God to merely follow other men who

were charged with preaching the true gospel of Christ:

"…Lest I should build upon another man's foundation"

(emphases added).

He made it very clear to the Corinthians that there

is no other foundation but Jesus Christ upon which to

build (1 Cor. 3:9-16). Paul was a planter and a builder;

he was not a pastor of a local Church teaching another

man's gospel of Jesus Christ (see Gal. 1:11- 2:21). He
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was called by Jesus Christ to plant, not water (1 Cor.

3:6). He was directly and specially set aside by God to

take the gospel to the Gentiles (see Acts 9:1-31; Gal.

2:7, 8).

The letter to the Romans was sent to a Gentile con-

gregation, even though there might have been some

Jews among them. Some commentators make it seem

that Paul is addressing a "straw man" (an imaginary

critic) in his arguments. It is more likely that he is ad-

dressing problems that he had encountered in one way

another from a collection of critics … both Jewish and

Gentile.

If you follow the discussion in Romans 2 and 3, it

is addressing God's relationship to the Gentiles through

Jesus Christ. In Romans 2, he discusses the Jews rela-

tive to the Law and circumcision … both of which the

Lord God enforced upon all of Israel as part of His cov-

enant with her. In 2:23, he asks a pointed, pregnant

question: Do those who boast about having God's Law

actually dishonor God when they break the Law about

which they boast? Then he concludes that God's name

is blasphemed among the Gentiles because of Jewish

faithlessness. Even covenantal circumcision is useless

if you do not keep covenantal faith with God by obey-

ing His Law (v. 23).

Then he lays upon his critic(s) a blow of great

spiritual logic in vv. 28, 29: One who is circumcised in

his heart is more of a "Jew" than the one who is merely

physically circumcised. In fact, Paul was appealing to

the Law for such a conclusion (see Deut. 10:12-22;

30:1-6). This leads me to believe that circumcision, like

sacrifices, was symbolic of some greater spiritual truth

that would be fulfilled in and/or by Jesus Christ. That

would be the logic of the conclusion of the Jerusalem

Conference about whether or not the Gentiles had to be

physically circumcised in order to be saved through Je-

sus Christ.

All of this "rift" in the new Church was the result of

theological questions that arose that needed to be

solved and settled as part of the "faith once delivered to

the saints." You should see the "authority" of "loosing

and binding" at work here.

In Romans 3:1, 2, Paul begins the next "leg" of his

argument relative to the "advantage" to the Jews of be-

ing in possession of the Law and circumcision. Paul as-

serts that the Jews enjoyed a great advantage over oth-

ers because they had committed to them the "oracles of

God."

The next natural question by his critic(s) is going to

be about whether or not God's own people actually be-

lieved and practiced the contents of those "oracles" (v.

3). What real value is there in something about which

you have little faith and regard? The Old Testament is

full of examples of this problem among the entire na-

tion of Israel. (read Jer. 19:5; 32:35). First Corinthians

10:1-22 is Paul's use of such examples to make his

point about the new Church's responsibility toward

God.

What are these "oracles" of which Paul writes (ta

logia tou theou)? The Greek term logia is apparently

derived from the term logion, which is the word refer-

enced in the Strong's Exhaustive Concordance. The

Greek term for "Word" in John 1:1 is logos. Same

family.

The Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich Greek-English Lexicon

defines it as follows in this paraphrase: "short sayings

originating from a divinity" comprised of "revelations

received by Moses," "attestations" [that is, witnessed

events that are declared to be true and genuine and

certified by oath as proof of God's will and fidelity],

and "God's promises" (emphases added). What are we

to make of this?

Let's take a side trip to Isaiah 8. This is part of a

larger controversy that the Lord God is having with the

House Israel and the House of Judah. They are split

apart and about to come to blows. They are choosing

sides and gathering supporters from among the Gentile

nations. The Lord God is warning them about such go-

ings on because it is a breach of His covenant with all

of Israel. In the midst of the Lord God's warnings, we

find in vv. 16-20 some extraordinary instruction that

has to do with the "oracles" about which Paul spoke.

Isaiah 8:16, 20 says: "Bind up the testimony, seal

the Law among my disciples … To the Law and to the

testimony: if they do not speak according to this word,

it is because there is no light in them" (emphases add-

ed). This applies to both sides of the conflict. It implies

that the Lord God will have true "disciples" from that
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time forward – a "remnant," as it were (see Isa. 1:9) –

who will be the guardians of His "Law and testimony."

According to Paul, these people have the advantage

of God's personally spoken word, revelations, and

promises. We understand what the Law is. What is the

testimony?  It is all of the accounts contained in Old

Testament Scripture – especially in the first five books

written by Moses – showing the Lord God moving

steadily toward fulfilling His plan and will about His

coming Kingdom. Testimony represents the evidence

and proof that He has done what He claims to have

done … and, therefore, what He will do in the future to

fulfill all of the remaining promises He has made (com-

pare Gen. 15: to Hebrews 6:13-20).

Here is my point in this discussion: With all of this

advantage that eventually settled among Judah (much

of it by default on Israel's part), it was of no advantage

at all because of Judah's unfaithfulness (see John 1:10,

11). In fact, among humankind God had carved out a

special niche for all of Israel to be His chosen people

and an example to the world to draw the other nations

to this great God (see Ex. 19:5, 6; Deut. 4).

In Romans 3:3, 4, Paul says that God is faithful

despite Judah's (and Israel's) lack of faith. If you follow

his argument down to Romans 11, you will see that

Paul invokes the prophecy of Isaiah 1:1-2:5. The elect

remnant will be the recipients of the "advantage." The

rest will be counted as God's enemies until a distant

time in the future when He will redeem the recalcitrant

in Israel (11:25-29). In the meantime, an elect remnant

will have His "oracles" at their disposal for understand-

ing and teaching His thoughts and ways in spirit and in

truth (see also Isa. 6). Let's understand how that is sup-

posed to work.

In 2 Timothy 3:16, Paul declares that Scripture is

"God-breathed." He quotes from the Old Testament 93

times in his letters. He uses these quotes to demonstrate

that true Christianity stands in direct continuity with the

"Law and testimony" and that it is the fulfillment of

God's "revelations." Twenty-six of his references are in

Romans alone … demonstrating that the true Church is

directly continuous with Israel and fulfills God's word

concerning Israel (Rom. 11, for example; note how the

Gentiles are grafted into the "holy root" of the "elect

remnant" of Israel).

Paul asserts in 2 Timothy 3:16 that the Old Testa-

ment is inspired by God and is profitable for Christian

use in: (a) teaching, (b) expressing disapproval of

things said or done that are inconsistent with God's rev-

elation, (c) correcting mistakes in doctrine and practice,

and (d) training God's people in righteousness (that is,

in the thoughts and ways of God). Thus, we can know

how to use the Old Testament without resorting to the

manipulations of man that distort or pervert the "Law

and testimony" of God. Paul's theology cannot be un-

derstood apart from the Old Testament.

It is reasonable to infer, therefore, that 1 Corinthians

5:6-8 and 11:20-34 are examples of a clarion call to

true Christians to observe the feasts of God as laid out

in Leviticus 23. It is also reasonable to understand that

such an observation requires the construction of a prop-

er calendar. What is evident from this inquiry into who

has the authority to construct that calendar is that its

contents must be reconciled to the "Law and testimony"

of God … in which we do not find specific, explicit

instructions to lead us to do such a thing in spirit and

truth. And … we are not allowed to add to or diminish

from God's revealed truth.

My conclusion at this point in this process is that

Hillel II's calendar is not "God inspired." We have no

reason to assume that Matthew 23:1-3 and Romans 3:1,

2 serve as a valid reference point for Hillel II's calendar,

especially since the Temple has been destroyed since

AD 70 and the Sanhedrin disbanded since just after AD

359.

I also question why it is necessary for anyone in our

day and time to watch for a moon "sliver" after Hillel II

because the mathematical computations used in the

construction of the so-called "Hebrew" calendar make

it possible to know the exact dates of the "moons" 50

years in advance. How else can the various Churches

of God give to you a 10-year Holy Day calendar? They

very easily could use their Jewish reference book and

print out for you a 50-year feast calendar if they wanted

to. If such a thing was possible for Hillel II in AD 359,

think of how much more accurately that can be done

with our modern technology! That, however, does not

make Hillel II's calendar God's inspired calendar.
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If the "seat of Moses" in Matthew 23:1-3 has no-

thing to do with one specific person to whom "author-

ity" is given, then it is very difficult to place that "au-

thority" into the hands of a single modern day "Apos-

tle." When one of our modern day "Apostles" claimed

to have had that "authority," he did not reveal the rules

he had formulated for constructing the Holy Day calen-

dar; he resorted to the Jewish model devised by Hillel

II in AD 359. Why? Because he believed that God had

ceded that "authority" to the Jews. He also considered,

perhaps, Romans 3:1, 2 to be the second "witness" that

the Jews had the "authority" over such matters in per-

petuity.

The Jewish Sanhedrin

At www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/ 13178-

sanhedrin, you find that there were two Sanhedrins: one

political and one religious.  There is a question as to the

origin of at least the political … if not both:

Josephus uses the Greek term sunedrion [San-

hedrin] for the first time in connection with the

decree of the Roman governor of Syria, Gabini-

us (57 B.C.), who abolished the constitution and

the then-existing form of government of Pales-

tine and divided the country into five provinces,

at the head of each of which a sanhedrin was

placed ("Ant." xiv. 5, § 4).

Some argue that the Sanhedrin was imposed upon

Judah by the Romans. Josephus intimates that some

form of it, at least, was enforced by the Romans. What-

ever the origin, the religious Sanhedrin was in charge

of arranging the calendar. The calendar was decided by

committee, not by the head of the Sanhedrin (like the

High Priest, where you would expect the "authority"

would have been vested) or by the vice president.

There came a time before AD 70 when the Scribes

and Pharisees did gain control of the Sanhedrin … and

the Scribes replaced the High Priest as the President.

This could be the reason for the  reference made by

Jesus Christ in Matthew 23:1-3. However, with the

destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple by Titus in

AD 70, the priesthood no longer had any "authority" to

collect tithes or offer sacrifices. Hillel II's motive for

constructing the "Hebrew" calendar was to guard

against the eventual disappearance of the Sanhedrin …

which happened by the end of the 4th century AD.

Hillel II was a Pharisee from the Hillel sect.

Read the following from the Jewish Encyclopedia

web site:

Originally the members of this bet din also were

priests belonging to prominent families, proba-

bly under the presidency of the high priest. The

Pharisees, however, held at various times more

or less prominent positions in this body, accord-

ing as they were the victors or the vanquished in

their conflict with the Sadducees [the priestly

class]. When John Hyrcanus [a Sadducee

"priest-king"] toward the end of his reign turned

from the Pharisees ("Ant." xvi. 11, § 1), he

seems to have effected their dismissal from the

Sanhedrin or bet din and to have formed a Sad-

ducean bet din (Sanh. 52b), or a Sadducean

Sanhedrin, as it is called in another passage

(Meg. Ta'an.l. c. p. 17). Under Alexander Jan-

næus, Simeon b. Sheha succeeded in ousting

the Sadducean members from the bet din and in

reorganizing it so that it was composed only of

Pharisees. But the latter [the Pharisees] lost

their prestige in the subsequent quarrel with

Alexander, gaining the upper hand again only

under his successor, Salome Alexandra, from

which time the Great Bet Din was composed

exclusively of Pharisees (emphases added).

What does this tell you? It suggests that the control

of the Sanhedrin was subject to political subterfuge. It

suggests that the "authority" was vested in the Jewish

sect that controlled the Sanhedrin. Regardless, Jesus'

statement in Matthew 23:3 is still valid: Obey them

insofar as they correctly teach "Moses." This is not

much different from the statement made by Paul in He-

brews 13:7: "Remember your leaders, those who spoke

to you the word of God; consider the outcome of their

life, and imitate their faith" (RSV; emphases added).
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"Moses" does not contain a specific method for Holy

Day calendar construction … neither does the "oracles

of God."

A Glimpse of WCG History

Now let me take you back to 1961-1962 in the

former Worldwide Church of God. During that two-

year period, a leading minister named Dr. Ernest L.

Martin wrote a 14-part series titled "Is Judaism the Law

of Moses?" in the Good News magazine that was cre-

ated to specifically teach the members of the Church

(unlike the Plain Truth, which was created to teach the

general public).

Martin became associated with the Worldwide

Church of God in 1955, entered Ambassador College in

Pasadena, CA in 1958, was ordained into the ministry

in 1959, and earned his unaccredited PhD at Ambas-

sador in Education in 1966. He taught history, theology,

and elementary meteorology at Ambassador (Bricket-

wood, England) from 1960 to 1972. In 1973, he became

the Chairman of the Department of Theology at Pasa-

dena. In 1974, he severed his association with the

Worldwide Church of God (https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/ Ernest_L._ Martin).

I garnered the following information from Martin's

Good News articles from October 1961 (Part 10) to

March 1962 (Part 14). I find the information most in-

structive in understanding this background regarding

the "seat of Moses" and the "oracles of God." It plays a

major part in the conclusions I will draw later in this

study.

Many years ago, I read that many of the Jews were

so enamored with the Greek culture that they adopted

it very readily. One of the major reasons was that the

Romans allowed them a certain measure of political

and religious self-determination if they did so. Some

even went to the extent of having a foreskin sewn back

on their penises because they did not want to appear

"Jewish" when they went to the local gyms to work out

in the nude. Martin's information corresponds with this

information that I read. Go to http://www.hwalibrary

.com and search for Martin/Is Judaism the Law of

Moses?

The Egyptians and Syrians dominated Palestine.

They brought into Palestine their own versions of Hel-

lenism (things pertaining to the history, religion, educa-

tion, philosophy, et cetera, of the Greeks). Note the fol-

lowing:

"Because the Jews represent the major non-

Greek element in the eventual fusion it is im-

portant to observe that their reaction to Hellen-

ism was INITIALLY NO DIFFERENT from

that of other non-Greek peoples" (Goodspeed,

The Apocrypha, p. xiv).

 

The Jews, after the peaceful introduction of

Hellenism by the Egyptians, accepted it almost

totally. And not the least affected by this accep-

tance of Hellenism were former religious be-

liefs of the Jews. Changes were made in the

Jewish religious services. The foreign influence

was so strong and the religious inclination so

weak that the period had been called, as we

have before mentioned, a time of religious an-

archy (Martin, Part 10; emphases added).

My first question is this: Are the Jews, at this point

in history, the people to whom you would trust the "seat

of Moses" and the "oracles of God" … to the degree

that, no matter what they taught, the people were to be

subject to it? How could you believe that in the face of

Deuteronomy 12:29-32 and Jeremiah 10:2? Think

about what is going on here!

This brings up the description of what the Hellen-

istic philosophy entailed. Martin cites Goodspeed to

demonstrate that the foundation of Hellenism was that

of "free thinking" … the goal of which was to teach

each individual to think and reason for himself. This is

not very different from the religious idea in mainstream

Christianity that every individual believer is a priest un-

der Jesus Christ and has the right to read and interpret

the Scriptures for himself as the Holy Spirit leads him.

That, in Baptist terms, is called "the individual autono-

my of the believer" … that is, every individual is his

own authority.

One example among many regarding their "borrow-
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ing" from the Greeks is found in the doctrine of the

immortality of the soul. The Pharisees in general be-

lieved in the concept. Josephus describes some of the

differences of this concept held among the Pharisees,

Sadducees, Essenes, and Zealots in his Antiquities of

the Jews (Book XVIII, Ch. 1). The Sadducees (the

priestly class) did not believe in the concept or in angels

or the resurrection of the dead; the rest did to one de-

gree or another. Socrates learned the concept from

Egypt and taught his famous pupil Plato. The Jews

learned it from Plato (if they did not already know it

from their previous slavery in Egypt).

The Essenes were an extreme form of Pharisaism,

but their belief systems were different by varying de-

grees. Note Martin's comment:

Josephus, himself a Pharisee and thoroughly

acquainted with their doctrines, makes a vague

distinction between the Pharisee belief and that

of the Essenes. He says the Pharisees believed

in an "immortal vigour" to be in the body; while

the Essenes believed outright in the "immortal-

ity of the soul" (Antiquities of the Jews, xviii, 1,

3 & 4). (Ibid.)

Nevertheless, we can understand that these Jews were

still inculcating heathen religion and philosophy into, or

instead of, God's "Law and testimony."

Here is Martin's assessment:

The study of Scripture, when indulged, became

more of a private matter and of individual inter-

pretation, as it is commonly done today, rather

than of collective interpretation from an au-

thoritative body, like the Sopherim [that is, the

Scribes] were. In most cases the Scripture be-

came interpreted according to the prevailing

custom of viewing everything in the light of

Hellenistic "enlightenment" (Ibid; emphases

added).

Martin cites R. Travers Herford's book Talmud and

Apocrypha as his source in pointing out that these "lay-

men" established themselves into a body of religious

authority among the Jews. A majority of the priests [the

Sadducees] "thought it not necessary to bother them-

selves with teaching or studying the Scriptures of their

forefathers" (Ibid; emphases added). How important

was "Moses' seat" to these people?

Let me now list below some of the problems with

the Sadducees … the priestly class … as cited by

Martin:

Can we say the Sadducees respected the Scrip-

ture when many of the plain teachings of the

Word of God they openly renounced? They

clearly rejected the Scripture teaching of the re-

surrection; they did not believe in angels nor

spirits. Yet the Scriptures taught these truths!

(See Job 14:4; Eze. 37:1-14; Dan. 12:1-3; Exo.

14:19; Dan. 6:22; I Sam. 18:10, etc.) To reject

such fundamental doctrines as the resurrection

and the existence of the spirit world, shows that

the Sadducees did not hold the Scripture teach-

ing in very high esteem.

It will come as a surprise to many people to

realize that the reason the majority of Saddu-

cees rejected the Pharisaic traditions of the el-

ders, so-called, was NOT because of a rever-

ence for the Scripture and an abhorrence for

heathen customs. Their motive for rejecting

these new religious laws, in reality, was on ac-

count OF THEIR LACK OF INTEREST IN

RELIGION. They did not care for ANY MORE

religious laws than were necessary (Ibid; caps

are Martin's).

It is clearly known that the majority of Saddu-

cees were not zealous for religion. Their main

interest lay in securing for themselves political

positions of power among the influential people

in Palestine – they reverenced the gaining of

wealth and power more than anything else.

They did not want to subject themselves to any

of the religious laws of the Pharisees, nor

[even] of the Scripture, as we will soon see. The

Sadducees represented the "worldly-minded"
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sect of the Jews – not especially interested in

religion (Ibid.).

The Sadducees simply did not want to be bur-

dened with more religious laws. They thought

the Laws of Scripture were certainly enough,

without adding more! And, in fact, sometimes,

if the Scripture did not teach what they wanted,

they would even disallow it [Ibid; emphases

added].

With the easy indifference of men of the world,

finding that THERE WAS QUITE ENOUGH

IN THE LAW FOR THEM TO OBEY, [the

Sadducees] denied that there was anything obli-

gatory outside the Books of Moses (Ibid; Re-

nan, History of the People of Israel, vol. 5, pp.

41, 42; caps are Martin's).

They were willing to accept just what they had

to, in order to retain THEIR political positions

among the rich and wealthy of Jerusalem (Ibid;

Antiquities of the Jews, xviii, 10, 6; caps are

Martin's).

Their whole doctrinal position GAVE THEM

LIBERTY TO FOLLOW THEIR DESIRES

FOR POLITICAL POWER AND WORLDLY

SATISFACTION. Hence they had a DEEPER

INTEREST IN SUSTAINING THE POWER

OF THE REIGNING PRINCE [whether Jewish

or Roman] THAN IN MAINTAINING THE

OBSERVANCES OF MOSES" (Ibid; Riggs, A

History of the Jewish People, p. 111; caps are

Martin's]. 

While on the surface it may have seemed like

the Sadducees were a little closer to the truth,

because they maintained that the Scripture was

sufficient Law to have, yet the fact is, they were

just as far away from the truth – even farther!

While the Sadducees blamed the Pharisees for

not adhering to Scripture for their doctrines,

they themselves were rejecting doctrine after

doctrine of plain Scripture. They were no more

following the complete directions of the Scrip-

tures than were the Pharisees (Ibid.).

The majority of Sadducees were priests (Cycl.

of Bib. Thee. and Ecc. Lit., vol. ix, p. 238) who

had been ordained of God to teach the people

the Scriptures. The forefathers of the priests, the

Sopherim, were entirely faithful in their ap-

pointed task. But the majority of priests after

the period of religious anarchy MADE NO AT-

TEMPT to teach the people the Scriptures. One

of the main reasons for their attitude was be-

cause most of them had been out-and-out Hel-

lenists! (Herford, Talmud and Apocrypha, pp.

77, 78). Among all the Jews in Palestine, the

priests had become the most Hellenistic (Ibid;

caps are Martin's; emphases added).

After the religious anarchy, when the lay lead-

ers, the Pharisees, began to exert an influence

over the people, they "refused to recognize the

authority of the priests as a class, and in-as-

much as many of THE PRIESTS HAD PROV-

EN UNFAITHFUL GUARDIANS OF THE

LAW, they [the Pharisees] would not entrust to

them [the Sadducees] the religious life of the

people" (Ibid; Lauterbach, Rabbinic Essays, p.

209; caps are Martin's).

The Sadducean sect was not formed because of

any endeavor on the part of the priests to return

to the original Law of Moses; nor did the priests

attempt to gain the people to accept only the

Scriptures as Law. This sect evolved as merely

a reaction to the assumption of power by the lay

Pharisees (Ibid; emphases added).

Have you begun to understand my point yet? This

is a very small sample of what was taught by the

Worldwide Church of God about those who supposedly

occupied the "seat of Moses" and possessed the "oracles

of God." It is little wonder that Martin concluded that

less than 5% of the Jews belonged to any religious sect
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at all … and he quotes Matthew 9:35, 36 to demon-

strate how religiously "lost" the common people were.

He also admits this: 

Pharisaic Judaism, with its innumerable man-

made commandments, was never the religion

of Moses! Judaism represents a departure

from the religion of Moses, and the Pharisees

themselves candidly admit it.

We are left in no doubt about the attitude of the

Pharisees in regard to Moses and his teaching.

If they did not approve of what Moses taught,

they rejected him! It was just that simple! Jesus

said: "Had ye believed Moses, ye would have

believed me ... BUT YE BELIEVE NOT HIS

WRITINGS" (John 5:46, 47).

Actually, the Pharisees had come to the place of

believing it impossible to keep the civil Law of

Moses. The only thing they could do, they rea-

soned, was either to alter, or disregard, many

of its "impractical" instructions. They had no

hesitation in carrying out their intentions (Ibid;

emphases added; caps are Martin's).

My question is this: How easily would such mind-

sets switch to the "spirit and truth" of "Moses" when it

had to make religious judgments in the "seat of Moses"

based on the Law? Here is a people who have been

"blinded" and rejected by God dealing out religious

judgments that, prophetically speaking, are reserved for

the "remnant."

Pay close attention to the following:

There were minor civil and religious courts

among the Jews throughout the land; but in

Jerusalem were the Sanhedrin – the civil Su-

preme Court, and the Great Beth Din – the reli-

gious Supreme Court. Both these organizations

were of national importance to all Jews every-

where (Ibid; pp. 153, 154).

 

The Great Beth Din, as the final court of appeal,

was undoubtedly a body of experts, the most

eminent and experienced teachers of the time

(Ibid; p. 157).

 

The scribes and Pharisees who sat in this reli-

gious Supreme Court – the Great Beth Din –

were the religious judges over the entire nation

of the Jews. When they issued a decision in

their official capacity as members of the Great

Beth Din, that decision was mandatory on all

Jews. Thus it was the scribes and Pharisees who

were members of the Great Beth Din WHO

SAT IN MOSES' SEAT!

Only very few Pharisees actually sat in this reli-

gious Supreme Court; the majority of the Phari-

sees had nothing to do with its function. This

was the organization to which Christ was refer-

ring when He commanded His disciples to ob-

serve all they commanded even if their com-

mandments were burdensome and hard to bear.

He said to obey all the commands issued from

Moses' Seat! (Ibid; caps are Martin's; emphases

added)

Notice in Deuteronomy 17:8-13 Moses' instructions

to those who would serve in the "seat of Moses" … in

the "high court" like the Sanhedrin. This, I think, is the

basis of Jesus' remark in Matthew 23:1-3. This "high

court" represented the center, or chief seat, of the gov-

ernment of God among Israel. In v. 10, Israel was told

to trust the Lord God's governmental structure. Why?

Verse 11 explains that the Levitical judges were to do

things "according to the sentence of the Law." Those

who would not abide by the decision of that august of-

fice would be put to death. As the Lord God's chosen

judges, the Levites (the priests) sitting in that "seat"

were not free to deviate from the sentence of the Law.

Who assumed the authority to take it out of the hands of

the Levites?

Finally, let's take a look at Martin's assessment of

the Pharisees. Pay very close attention to the term

"Mishnah." This is opposed to the term "Midrash."

"Mishnah" literally means "the second form [of inter-
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pretation]." "Midrash" has to do with comparing Scrip-

ture to Scripture (see Isa. 28:9, 10 and 1 Cor. 2:13):

The word "Mishnah," in Hebrew, means liter-

ally "second!" The Mishnah-form of interpreta-

tion means "the second-form." The true Scrip-

tural form was to the Jews the "first-form" or

the one used by Moses and the prophets. But all

of the traditional laws of the Pharisees were

accepted by appealing to the new Mishnah-

form. When the Mishnah-form was used, it was

not necessary to appeal to Scripture for proof;

the authority of the teacher or teachers who

issued new commandments independent of

Scripture was assumed sufficient to consider

them to be the Word of God (Ibid; emphases

added).

To validate his point, Martin quotes a reputable

source:

In a book published by the Jewish Theological

Seminary of America, entitled "Hellenism in

Jewish Palestine," by Dr. Saul Lieberman, new,

startling information confirms this. Dr. Lieber-

man states that the Greek Law Colleges taught

their students the art of twisting the law ac-

cording to the required aim and purpose. Dur-

ing the religious anarchy, many Jews attended

these schools. The Greeks took great pride in

being able to make a law teach what in reality

it did not teach. The Pharisees used this same

method!

 

THEY [the Pharisees] WOULD CERTAINLY

NOT HESITATE TO BORROW FROM

THEM [the Greeks] METHODS AND SYS-

TEMS WHICH THEY [the Pharisees] COULD

CONVERT INTO A MECHANISM FOR THE

CLARIFICATION AND DEFINITION OF

THEIR OWN TEACHINGS" (p. 64). Lieber-

man informs us that "RABBINIC LITERA-

TURE ABOUNDS IN SUCH ARTIFICIAL

AND FORCED INTERPRETATIONS" (Ibid;

p. 63; caps are Martin's; emphases added).

Notice now Martin's summary assessment of this

matter relative to the "seat of Moses":

The Pharisees were well aware that they were

leaving the religious teachings delivered by

Moses and the Prophets. Records are found in

the Jewish Talmud which register many state-

ments of the early pre-Christian Pharisees. Not-

ice that their own words are a witness to the fact

that they were well aware that they were leaving

the ways of Moses.

   

In a book of the Talmud called Temurah, in sec-

tion 15b, we have the statement of one eminent

Pharisee. It reads as follows: "All the teachers

who arose in Israel from the days of Moses until

the death of [last days of] Joseph ben Joezer

STUDIED THE TORAH AS MOSES DID,

BUT AFTERWARDS THEY DID NOT STU-

DY THE TORAH AS MOSES DID." 

The statement could hardly be plainer. This is a

clear admission that the Pharisees, beginning

with the days of Joseph ben Joezer DID NOT

STUDY AND TEACH AFTER THE MAN-

NER OF MOSES. The Pharisees, from this

time (160 B.C.) stopped teaching the Word of

God as had Moses!

The Pharisees KNEW they were departing from

the truth. They KNEW that they were enacting

new commandments which had not the slightest

hint of authority in the Law of Moses! Phari-

saic Judaism, with its innumerable man-made

commandments, was never the religion of

Moses! Judaism represents a departure from

the religion of Moses, and the Pharisees them-

selves candidly admit it (Ibid; caps are Martin's;

emphases added).

I repeat my question: How easily would such a

mind-set switch to the spirit and truth of "Moses" when
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it had to make religious judgments in the "seat of Mos-

es" based on the Law? Martin makes it clear in his the-

sis for this 14-part study that his aim is to show why

Judaism is not the Law of Moses. Why do the sources

I cite above (Interpreter's and others) contend that

Jesus' meaning was that they were to follow the rulings

of those occupying the "seat of Moses" insofar as they

did it correctly … according to the Law (Deut. 17:

8-13)? I think you have the answer!

I know that it was a prevalent teaching in WCG

when I was a member (January 1970 to April 1986) that

Herbert Armstrong was the occupant of "Moses' seat"

in God's true Church. We were told to believe and

practice all that he taught … even if we thought he was

wrong. If he was wrong, God would correct it, and we

would be able to believe the "new" truth from that time

forward. They could point to situations in the 1970s

like the change of Pentecost from Monday to Sunday

and divorce and remarriage as "proof" that God will,

indeed, correct His representative when he is wrong.

This was based on Deuteronomy 17:8-13.

When my wife and I left WCG after his death, I

began to "prove" again the things we had been taught.

Over the past 30 years, I have found several things that

are opposed to his conclusions. Having no clear indi-

cation by God who is presently in charge of His

Church, I have no compunction about believing the

things that I have "proved" from Scripture and taught to

our small Church. See our Statement of Beliefs on our

website at www.the seventhdaychristianassembly.org.

The construction of a Holy Day calendar is one top-

ic with which I disagree with the groups who still

follow WCG teachings – basically because the Hillel

faction of Pharisaism used the Mishnah form of inter-

pretation that generally set aside the Laws given to

Moses and did not think it wrong to use “postpone-

ments” for their religious convenience. By whose au-

thority is the holy day calendar constructed today? It

does not seem reasonable that it lies in the hands of

Hillel II. Let’s understand why in our next article.

Should God receive all of the blame for all of the

natural and moral evils that exist in His creation?

Are humans really in a position to put God in the

defendant's seat so they can accuse Him of creating

such evil?

These questions have floated around for centuries.

Now you have an opportunity to see the record set

straight and to learn God's truth about why He

allows natural and moral evils to exist in His

creation. It's straight talk and plain truth.

 Order your copy today from www.westbowpress.com.
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Hillel II's Approach 

to Calendar Construction

I
n this discussion, we have to figure out if Hillel II's approach to calendar construction was, indeed, the product

of his occupation of the "seat of Moses." I know (and Martin admits it) that Hillel II was a Pharisee who was a

member of the part of the Sanhedrin called the "the Great Beth Din" (the House of Judgment). The Great Beth

Din had authority over the calendar prior to the creation of the New Testament Church by Jesus Christ. Here are the

questions with which we must wrestle: Did the authority of the "seat of Moses" and the "oracles of God" remain

with this Great Beth Din? If not, to where did it go? Understand the WCG teachings in this matter!

 

The Tide of History

We must go back to the first century AD in order to

understand where the "authority" over the "seat of Mos-

es" went. I'll simply post some quotes by Martin to

demonstrate WCG's teaching on the matter:

Remember how Christ said that the scribes and

Pharisees who were sitting in Moses' Seat were

binding upon the people heavy burdens which

were grievous to be borne? (Matt. 23:4.) Jesus'

disciples did not seat themselves in this author-

ity. Christ put them there because they had

been tried and tested. They qualified to sit in

positions of authority in the New Testament

Church. Just like those in Moses' Seat, in the

Old Testament Church, they were to have pow-

er to bind or to loose!

 

Notice another of Jesus' commands: "Again I

say unto you, that if TWO of you shall agree on

earth as touching anything that ye shall ask, it

shall be done for them of my Father which is in

heaven. FOR WHERE TWO OR THREE ARE

GATHERED TOGETHER IN MY NAME,

there I am in the midst of them."

When the apostles heard Christ give that re-

markable statement, they knew exactly what He

meant! He was clearly telling His ministers that

they were to carry out Christ's Government

over the Church.

The Jews leave us historical evidence which

shows that it took TWO or THREE members of

the Great Beth Din to form a quorum before any

binding decision could be made. See Baba

Bathra, 160a. The bare minimum to form a quo-

rum was TWO, but the Great Beth Din always

endeavored to have at least THREE present be-

fore binding decisions were enacted. Christ

gave His disciples this same requirement (Ibid;

caps are Martin's; emphases added).

As we see the crucifixion of Christ unfold, I'm not

totally sure that the disciples knew exactly what Jesus

was bestowing upon them at that point in time. Here

Martin asserts that Jesus Christ placed the disciples in

"Moses' seat." So, what happened after this event in

Matthew 16:13-20? The inevitable! Note this comment:

The proneness of the majority of Pharisees to

follow the decisions of the Hillel School
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(Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus the Mes-

siah, vol. i, p. 239), finally led to the complete

ascendancy of that School. It was not until the

destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D., and the

subsequent dispersal of the Jews from Palestine,

that the Hillel School became the paramount

teaching body. During the lifetime of Christ and

the Apostle Paul, the Pharisees were still divid-

ed into the various Schools. But with the de-

struction of Jerusalem, the Jews tended to solid-

ify their schismatic groups. Even many of the

Jewish sects became extinct after the Roman

destruction of Jerusalem and most of the Jews

gravitated towards adhering to the Hillel School

of interpretation. Orthodox Judaism today has

for its basis the teachings of Pharisees who

maintained the commandments and principles

of the Hillel School (emphases added).

But, also note the following:

The only authority of the Great Beth Din today

is in the matter of the continual preservation of

the written Word of God – the Bible – in He-

brew. God has committed this responsibility to

them as leaders of the Jewish community.

As long as Jewish Christians attended sabbath

services in synagogues and were thus part of the

religious Jewish community they had to obey

the Great House of Judgment – the Beth Din.

This ceased when Jewish Christians were

forced to flee Jerusalem after Cestias' Roman

army surrounded the city in 66 A.D. (emphases

added).

 

Here is my problem at this point: If the Church

ceased being subject to the Great Beth Din when the

Romans began to destroy Jerusalem and the Temple

between AD 66 and AD 70 … and by virtue of being

thrown out of Judaism (John 16:2) … what difference

does it make to the Church if the Great Beth Din still

exists today? If Jesus Christ transferred the rights and

privileges of the Great Beth Din to the true Church (ini-

tially to His disciples), what difference does it make if

the Great Beth Din still exists today? Did not that trans-

fer to the true Church of both the "seat of Moses" and

the care of "the oracles of God" … especially since

more Scripture was subsequently created for the

Church's instruction and guidance … fit more perfectly

into the mission of the true Church (see Matt.

28:18-20)? Martin seems to indicate above that God left

only the preservation of the Hebrew content of the Old

Testament under the authority of the Jews.

However, Martin also says this:

God's Church today has divine authority to re-

veal the will of God in matters of Scripture too

hard for the laymen to decide.

 

"Verily I say unto you, whatsoever ye shall bind

on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatso-

ever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed in

heaven" (Matt. 18:18).

 

Christ gave this authority to His true Church

"for the perfecting of the saints, for the work of

the ministry, for the edifying of the body of

Christ" (Eph. 4:12-15 ). Let us always be in

obedience to God by keeping His command-

ments and acknowledging and heeding the de-

cisions of God's Church.

It is apparent, because of Jesus Christ's revelation,

that the tide of history has changed the assignment of

responsibility regarding who is in charge of the "author-

ity" and the "oracles." If that is true (and I believe that

it is … in agreement with the basics of Martin's argu-

ments), then the true Church has no obligation to

follow Hillel II's construction of the Holy Day calendar

for the Jews … especially because he followed the Pha-

risaic practice of making man's traditions more import-

ant than the commandments of God by making his cal-

endar subject to man-made "rules of postponement"

that shift God's specified "sacred seasons" and "ap-

pointed feasts" (read again Matt. 15:1-9).

Hillel II's Approach

Before we discuss the "four rules of postpone-
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ment," we should take another look at Matthew 15:1-9

in order to understand the basis of our (TSDCA) calcu-

lation of the Holy Day calendar. It is not very difficult

to understand if you understand the principle laid out by

Jesus Christ in Matthew 15:3, 6, 9.

The basic problem in Matthew 15 is the clash be-

tween human religious traditions and God's command-

ments. Jesus says in v. 3 that there are religious tradi-

tions that actually cause people to transgress God's

commandments.  He gives the example of corban in vv.

4-6 ... concluding that such a tradition "made the com-

mandment of God of none effect" (v.6). What Jesus

meant was that such traditions actually nullify God's

Law (see Matthew 5:17-19). So, we must take a look at

religious "doctrines" and "traditions" that have been ap-

plied to God's Law and see if they, in fact, nullify God's

Law. If they do, then we must obey God rather than

men (see Matt. 7:21-23 and Acts 5:25-29).

When you read the Lord God's instructions about

the holy days in Leviticus 23, there are two remarkable

things that you should consider: (1) He specifies the

month and day of each observance, and (2) He does not

specify any reason by which each month and day

should be done any differently than specified (that is,

there is no "alternative" for the month and day).

Numbers 9:6-13 shows the Lord God allowing a

"second Passover" date for any who miss the regular-

ly-appointed date because of some unavoidable prob-

lem. But, notice that they must do it exactly like the

regular Passover at the beginning of the 14th day ("at

even" in vv. 3, 5, 11 = ben ha arbayim, which begins

the day; its counterpart is ba erev, which is the 3-5 min-

utes it takes for the sun to disappear below the horizon

to end the day – Ex. 12:18; Lev. 23:32). That under-

stood, there is no reason why any holy day should be

"postponed" because of human tradition.

Here are the rules by which many in Judaism justify

postponing the dates of God's holy days as commanded

in Leviticus 23:

1. When the molad Tishri [the "new moon" begin-

ning the seventh month] occurs on Sunday, Wed-

nesday, or Friday, Rosh Hashanah (Tishri 1 …

Feast of Trumpets) is postponed to the following

day.

2. When the molad occurs at noon (18h) or later,

Rosh Hashanah is postponed to the next day. [This

"postponement" is acceptable because you have to

have a starting point. The day will be about 18

hours old at noon, so the start of the first day of the

seventh month will begin at sundown (ba erev) of

that day.]

3. If this day is a Sunday, Wednesday, Friday, it is

postponed to Monday, Thursday, or Sabbath).

4. When the molad Tishri of a common year falls

on Tuesday, 204p[arts] after 3 a.m., that is 3d[ays],

9h[ours], 204p[arts] or later, Rosh Hashanah is

postponed to Wednesday, and, because of post-

ponements #1 and #3, is further postponed to

Thursday [in effect, it is postponed two days in-

stead of one].

5. In a common year succeeding a leap year, if the

molad Tishri occurs on Monday morning 589 parts

after 9 a.m. (2 days, 15 hours, 589 parts or later),

Rosh Hashanah is postponed to the next day.

How does this affect the observance of God's Holy

Days as given in Leviticus 23? In more than 60% of all

years, based on Hillel's approach, Rosh Hashanah does

not occur on the day of the actual molad Tishri (that is,

the actual first day of the seventh month) and is,

therefore, postponed according to one of the rules of

postponement. Therefore, the rules of postponement

become the "commandment," rather than the "excep-

tion" to the commandment. The actual, specific com-

mandment is set aside.

Note also that the computation of the holy day cal-

endar in this application is centered on the dating of the

Feast of Trumpets and, apparently, projected backwards

– that is, Passover actually is computed after they have

figured out the first day of the seventh month! This

method was conceived by the Sanhedrin led by Hillel II

a little less than 300 years after the Temple was de-

stroyed. Is this “Mishnah” reasoning with its penchant

for "twisting" the Law to fit a circumstance … or, is it

Scripture- to-Scripture “Midrash” reasoning?

Read the following from article on http://www.my
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jewishlearning.com: 

Hoshanah Rabbah, or the "Great Hoshanah," is

the seventh day of the Festival of Tabernacles

[Sukkot]. According to the Mishnah (Sukkah

4:5) [remember the difference between "Mish-

nah" and "Midrash"], in Temple times, on the

Festival of Tabernacles, huge willow branches

were placed around the altar and a circuit was

made around the altar while the worshippers re-

cited: "Hoshanah" ("O Lord, deliver us")

(Psalms 118: 25).

On the basis of this Temple practice, it became

the custom on Sukkot for the worshippers to

hold the four species (the palm branch, the etrog

[citron], the willows, and the myrtles), and

make a circuit around the bimah [pulpit] while

reciting Hoshanah hymns in which God is en-

treated to deliver His people, especially from

famine and drought, since Sukkot is the festival

on which the divine judgment for rain [the next

year] is made. On the seventh day of the festi-

val, there are seven circuits, at each of which a

special Hoshanah hymn is recited; hence the

name, Hoshanah Rabbah.

After the seven circuits, the four species are put

aside and bunches of willows are taken in the

hand and these are beaten on the ground three

times so that the leaves fall off. The usual ex-

planation of this rite is that it is a symbolic rep-

resentation either of the rain, required at this

season, which beats on the leaves, or of the

leaves which fall from the trees until these are

revived by the rain.

Further elaborations were introduced under the

influence of the Kabbalah in which this day is

seen as the culmination of the penitential season

beginning on Rosh Hashanah and continuing

through to Yom Kippur. Part of the service is

chanted in the solemn mode of Rosh Hashanah

and Yom Kippur, the Reader wears white robes,

and references are made to the "sealing" of

human destiny for the year ahead.

There was a widespread superstition that if a

man failed to see his shadow by the light of the

moon on Hoshanah Rabbah night he would not

live out the year. The mood of Hoshanah Rab-

bah, falling as it does on Tabernacles, the spe-

cial season of rejoicing, is thus a blend of joy

and solemnity (emphases added).

This man-made tradition also adds to the rules of

postponement: Because of the "work" involved in beat-

ing the willow branches against the ground, if this ritual

occurs on the weekly Sabbath during the Feast of Tab-

ernacles, a "postponement" is applied. Where, in fact,

does the Lord God command the observance of Ho-

shanah Rabbah? What is the Kabbala? If the Jews con-

tinue to maintain control over the calendar, why did not

WCG also observe Purim, Hoshanah Rabbah, and Ha-

nukkah?

The Kabbala is explained in summary form by this

article in http://www.britannica.com/topic/ Kabbala:

Kabbala, (Hebrew: "Tradition")  also spelled

Kabala, Kabbalah, Cabala, Cabbala, or Cabbal-

ah, [is] esoteric ["secret wisdom for the chosen

few"] Jewish mysticism as it appeared in the

12th and following centuries. Kabbala[, which]

has always been essentially an oral tradition in

that initiation into its doctrines and practices is

conducted by a personal guide to avoid the dan-

gers inherent in mystical experiences. Esoteric

Kabbala is also "tradition" in-as-much as it lays

claim to secret knowledge of the unwritten To-

rah (that is, the unwritten divine revelations of

God) that was communicated by God to Moses

and Adam. Though observance of the Law of

Moses remained the basic tenet of Judaism,

Kabbala provided a means of approaching God

directly. It thus gave Judaism a religious dimen-

sion whose mystical approaches to God were

viewed by some as dangerously pantheistic and

heretical.

The earliest roots of Kabbala are traced to Mer-
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kava mysticism. It began to flourish in Palestine

in the 1st century CE and had as its main con-

cern ecstatic and mystical contemplation of the

divine throne, or "chariot" (merkava), seen in a

vision by Ezekiel, the prophet (Ezekiel 1). The

earliest known Jewish text on magic and cos-

mology, Sefer Yetzira ("Book of Creation"),

appeared sometime between the 3rd and the 6th

century. It explained creation as a process in-

volving the 10 divine numbers (sefirot; see sefi-

ra) of God the Creator and the 22 letters of the

Hebrew alphabet. Taken together, they were

said to constitute the "32 paths of secret wis-

dom."

A major text of early Kabbala was the

12th-century Sefer habahir ("Book of Bright-

ness"), whose influence on the development of

Jewish esoteric mysticism and on Judaism in

general was profound and lasting. The Bahir not

only interpreted the sefirot as instrumental in

creating and sustaining the universe but also in-

troduced into Judaism such notions as the trans-

migration of souls (gilgul) and strengthened the

foundations of Kabbala by providing it with an

extensive mystical symbolism (emphases add-

ed).

This Kabbala was in use as early as the first century

AD. It was based on oral, not written, Law. It was a tra-

dition, not a commandment. Because of its relationship

to "such notions as the transmigration of souls," it very

likely came from pagan influence like Hellenism. The

description of the Hoshanah Rabba regarding the wav-

ing of the palms and beating of the willows sounds a bit

more like the sympathetic "magic" used in pagan reli-

gions to move the "gods" to imitate the action in nature

– the sacred prostitution of the Baalists was sympathet-

ic magic to get the "gods" to release "seminal" fluid

(rain) into "Mother Nature"(read II Kings 23:1-20).

Madonna was attracted to Judaism because of her in-

terest in Kabbala. She is s modern devotee.

It is for reasons like these that a decision was made

to re-think the Holy Day calendar as it was given to us

originally through the teachings of the Worldwide

Church of God. Most of the "off-shoots" of WCG con-

tinue to observe them as handed down. What we have

found in this matter is that the prevailing Jewish calcu-

lation of the holy days is awash with man-made tradi-

tions as opposed to God's commandments. Once we

(TSDCA) reached that conclusion, we thought it to be

necessary to attempt to get the Holy Day calendar in

line with the months and days that the Lord God speci-

fies in Leviticus 23.

Five Types of "Years"

In my research, I became aware of five types of

"years" that are used to construct calendars: lunar, solar,

lunar-solar, tropical and sidereal. I want to loosely de-

fine each of them so you can be acquainted with the

elements with which you have to deal in constructing a

calendar. This is intended to demonstrate to you which

"year" is most economical in reconciling the "drift" be-

tween the lunar "year" and the solar "year." The most

economical "year" would bring us closer to the months

and days specified by the Lord God in Leviticus 23.

You should realize that 12 moon phases and the

earth's revolution around the sun are not the same dura-

tion. If something is not done to reconcile the 11+ day

"drift" between them, then the "seasons" (spring, sum-

mer, fall, winter) will get out of "whack." The idea is to

keep them in "whack." "Whack" has to do with "proper

working condition" … I'm just saying (look it up).

What follows are definitions of the five "years":

Lunar "Year": A lunar "year" is the time it takes

the moon to go through 12 phases (revolutions

around the earth) relative to the earth. Some revo-

lutions take about 29 days; some take about 30

days.

Solar "Year": A solar "year" is the time it takes

the earth to complete its revolution around the sun

(365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes; 45.51 seconds).

"Months" (28, 30, 31 days long) are not based on

the actual length of moon revolutions … but there

is still a slight "drift" that has to be corrected every

four years by adding one day to February (added

during years divisible by four … thus, 2016 is a
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"leap" year).

Lunar-Solar "Year": A lunar-solar "year" com-

bines the moon revolutions around the earth and the

earth's revolution around the sun. In order to recon-

cile the "drift" between the two revolutions, an ex-

tra "moon" has to be added to the calendar seven

times in 19 years. Some "months" are fixed; some

can be changed as needed according to the type of

"year" involved. This is a very complex calendar.

But, it is merely one method by which a calendar

"year" can be constructed.

Tropical "year": The tropical "year" (a type of

"solar year") is the interval of time between one

vernal equinox and the next and is a standard unit

of time used by astronomers, physicists, and navi-

gators. It is equivalent to approximately 365.24

mean (the average of two successive "years") solar

days. There is some "drift" relative to this "year"

between the vernal equinoxes that has to be recon-

ciled with the one-day " leap year." However, the

"tropical"/"solar" year is much more efficient than

the complex lunar and lunar-solar "years."

As the earth revolves around the sun, the sun "ap-

pears" to move northward in latitude for six months

from about December 21 to June 21, and southward

in latitude for six months from about June 21 to De-

cember 21. On March 20 or 21, the sun is precisely

over the Earth's geographic equator, moving north-

ward. This moment is called the vernal equinox. It

begins the spring of the year in the northern hemi-

sphere.

Sidereal "Year": The sidereal "year" (also a type

of "solar" year) is the time it takes the earth to re-

volve around the sun once with respect to the "fixed

stars" (stars that do not appear to "move"). It equals

approximately 365.26 days and is 20 minutes and

24.5 seconds longer than the "tropical"/"solar" year.

Because of the path of the earth during its revolu-

tion around the sun and its 23.5 degree tilt on its

axis, the sun appears to move relative to the stars.

This "movement" is called the "ecliptic." Because

of that perceived "movement," the sun is not con-

sidered to be a "fixed star."

The "sidereal year" involves the sun's apparent path

through the "ecliptic" from a particular "fixed star"

back to that "fixed star." The problem with this

"year" is that the feast seasons are determined by

the "moons," not by the "fixed stars." The longer

period of 20 minutes and 24.5 seconds would have

to be reconciled in a different fashion than our pre-

sent "leap year."

I should point out that the Milky Way Galaxy has a

"swirling" motion (the solar system orbiting the center

of the Milky Way Galaxy at over 500,000 miles per

hour) that takes 225-250 million years to complete from

one point back to that same point. That one revolution

is also called a "year." All of this is interesting because

it points out the vast amount of knowledge that modern

man has available about the workings of our vast uni-

verse.

The fact that Hillel II knew enough in AD 359 to

use a mathematical formula for predicting with great

accuracy the positions of sun, moon, and stars in their

"seasons" is profound enough to know that the Jewish

"authorities" publish their Holy Day calendars 151

years into the future without the benefit of "moon

watchers" … even though they might still employ some

in that capacity just to make sure that their predictions

are correct. I do not know of any recalls on their pub-

lished books regarding the calendar.

The Metonic Cycle

What follows represents information that is gen-

erally available on the Internet. I paraphrase and sum-

marize to give you a picture of the man, Meton, and the

discoveries he made by which he formulated what is

known as the Metonic Cycle. We will see below that

Hillel II was not the creator of the mathematical meth-

od he used in creating the so-called "Hebrew Calendar."

Meton was a Greek mathematician, astronomer, ge-

ometer, and engineer who lived in Athens in the 5th

century BCE. He used Greek logic to draw conclusions

about his theories and concepts. In 432 BC, he con-
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cluded that 19 solar years is equal to 235 lunar months

and that the lunar cycle is 29.53 days long. This 19-year

cycle is known as the "Metonic Cycle." He considered

it significant that 19 solar years and 235 lunar months

add up to 6,940 days. This knowledge enabled him to

construct what is now known as the "lunar-solar calen-

dar." The actual construct is shown on the Britannica

site as follows:

[The] Metonic cycle, in chronology, [is] a peri-

od of 19 years in which there are 235 lunations,

or synodic months, after which the Moon's

phases recur on the same days of the solar year,

or year of the seasons. The cycle was discov-

ered by Meton (fl. 432 bc), an Athenian astron-

omer. Computation from modern data shows

that 235 lunations are 6,939 days, 16.5 hours;

and 19 solar years, [are] 6,939 days, 14.5 hours.

This is not an exact match. In order to make his cal-

endar work, Meton had to insert seven extra "months"

into the lunar calendar during that 19-year time frame.

This would make the lunar-solar calendar predictable

over 19 years. In 432 BC, Meton introduced the 19-year

Metonic cycle into the lunar-solar Attic calendar and

showed that the lunar-solar calendar could be deter-

mined in advance with great accuracy.

Because of the "cadence" (the measured movement)

of the moon, Meton discovered that those seven extra

months had a pattern that necessitated inserting them

into the calendar. They are part of an "embolismal year"

(a year requiring an intercalation of an extra month)

that pushes the following lunar calendar ahead by 18.3

days. Five times out of seven, that "embolism" goes

forward one big step into the solar year to be followed

by two smaller steps backwards in the following two

years. Two times in the 19-year cycle, the calendar goes

only one year before the "embolism" occurs. Note,

please, that the "embolisms" are predictable relative to

the 19-year cycle.

The intercalation of the extra month of Adar II

pushes the following lunar calendar year up 29.53 -

11.24 = 18.3 (rounded off) days ahead in an embolismal

year. This is about two thirds of a month further than

the year before it. The first month of the year is the

springtime month of Abib (Nisan) and is relative to the

first full moon to appear at noon or after the day the

spring equinox occurs.

Hebrew sages began to pay attention to the Metonic 

Cycle after the Talmudic period. Remember their pen-

chant for Hellenism. In AD 359, Hillel II began to use

this method to calculate the present so-called "Hebrew

Calendar" that is presently in use in Judaism.

Here is the math on the Metonic Cycle. The "He-

brew Calendar" year was 12 months of 29 or 30 days

with an extra month of Adar II added in seven times

during the 19-year Metonic Cycle. A lunar cycle, as

easily calculated from the Metonic cycle, was close to

29.53 days. So this made for 12 months which aver-

aged 29.53 days or 354.36 days total. But the solar year

was 365.24 days. So with each 12 month cycle the cal-

endar would fall back 365.25 - 354.36 = approximately

11 days earlier. This is why the calendar needed to be

adjusted by adding in the extra month of Adar II seven

times into the 19-year Metonic cycle.

The discovery of the Metonic Cycle by Meton made

it possible to predict what an observer would see each

spring. For the Jews, this 19-year calendar would pre-

dict whenever the new moon following Adar was going

to fall short of the spring equinox. It was now possible

to accurately predict the new moons from month to

month and predict the Abib moon ahead of time and

quite accurately from year to year.

I’m not sure why there was concern about the new

moon falling short of the spring equinox because other

information I have read says two concerns are that: (1)

the full moon must occur at or after noon on the day of

the spring equinox and (2) Passover must never occur

before the spring equinox. I suppose that the new moon

falling short of the vernal equinox might have some-

thing to do with predicting the intercalation of Adar II,

as opposed to determining Passover ... and/or calculat-

ing "Abib."

The discovery of Meton of Athens was picked up by

Jewish sages after the Talmudic period. The great Jew-

ish scholar Hillel II incorporated the Metonic Cycle and

calculated the lunar cycle as 29.530594 days and used

this to set forth his Hebrew lunar-solar calendar in AD

359. Because of this adoption of Meton’s method, it

was now possible for the "Hebrew Calendar" to be
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"fixed" (established; settled; remain unchanged). It no

longer depended on the secrecy formerly maintained by

the Levitical Priesthood.

Judaism had lost its concern for "covenant" and ac-

tually following God’s thoughts and ways. They now

depended on the Sanhedrin (that was dominated by the

Pharisees) to answer all of their questions. Hillel II had

made it possible for his calendar to be exported to Jews

in the Diaspora so they could be in unity with holy day

observances in Jerusalem.

But ... after the fall of Jerusalem in AD 70,  big

problems arose. The Sanhedrin was outlawed by the

Romans. This made calendar authorizations across the

nations very difficult for Jews in the Diaspora. The

Diaspora Jews were unsure of when and how to place

the annual holy days and festivals. It would have been

too difficult for them to use the new moon sighting

alone to reconcile the calendar to place Abib as the first

month relative to the vernal equinox when the moon

would become full on or after the equinox occurred.

Isolated Jewish heads of families with this simple

knowledge could now set the Hebrew calendar by the

sun and moon within a two day accuracy and do it quite

reliably. The Karaite Jews and some Christians pursu-

ing their Hebrew roots do this even today. This was a

matter of convenience and an attempt at absolute cal-

endar unity that seemed to carry the day. This "fixing"

of the Hebrew Calendar in AD 359 relieved the author-

ities of having to sight the new moon and set the month

of Abib every spring based on how they saw the moon

come through to achieve fullness after the spring equi-

nox. (Do you see what I mean about mixed messages?)

While this seems quite remarkable, there are a couple

of problems to which we must pay attention.

The first was the matter of politics with Rome. The

Roman government and Byzantine Church pressured

Hillel II to adopt their eight-day "Nundinal Weekly Cy-

cle" running in their pure-solar, non-lunar calendar.

When the Romans and Byzantines went to the Council

of Niceae, they changed their eight-day week to a sev-

en-day week. Did they align their seven-day week with

the Jewish seven-day week? Why would they? When

they gathered at Niceae, they were in no way inclined to

do so. Great anti-Semitic bias was loose in the world.

There are those today who show "evidence" that

Hillel II's calendar was forced out of sync with the ear-

lier Jewish weekly cadence.  In other words, the pagan

Roman cadence set by the Roman Church committees

at Nicaea was forced on the calculated Hebrew calendar

set forth by Hillel II, the one we have today. Some be-

gan to question whether or not Saturday is the real sev-

enth day of the week. This might be one of the areas

where the Jews have preserved one of God's "oracles"

about the seven-day week.

The second problem proposed by some is that Hillel

II’s calendar is slowly drifting off-track. The claim is

that the "new moon" of the calendar occurs one or two

days earlier than the actual "new moon." In 2016, we

experienced the situation in which the month of Abib

was "postponed" 30 days because of an intercalation of

Adar II very close to the vernal equinox. Some say that

this also happened in 2005 and 2006.

One thing that we know that is useful in construct-

ing the Holy Day calendar we use is this: The "tropical"

year is the most efficient for the purpose. Because of

modern technology, it is possible to know with greater

accuracy, in advance, when the spring equinox will oc-

cur, when the full moon relative to that time will occur,

and when the new moon relative to that "Paschal

Moon" will occur. We do not have "postponements"

with which to contend, and we do not have to watch for

a "sliver." The "sliver" is merely evidence that the new

moon has been "born." For the most part, all of the

guesswork is eliminated. This puts us in a better posi-

tion to worship God in spirit and truth and to be more

precise in our interpretation of His will about the speci-

fic dates of His holy days.

 By whose authority is the holy day calendar constructed today? It

does not seem reasonable that it should lie in the hands of Hillel II. 
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Things We Can Know

I
n setting up your reasoning processes for understanding how a "puzzle" works, you have to develop an "eye"

for what the ultimate "picture" represents. As you put the various pieces together, a mental "picture" begins

to develop that helps to determine how the unidentifiable parts of the "puzzle" can be properly placed until

the solution becomes readily apparent. It is apparent in the "puzzle" of the Holy Day calendar that there are

pieces that are entirely missing – we might even say "lost." Nevertheless, if we can put together enough of the

pieces we have, then we can envision the part of the "picture" that is not readily available to us. This, I think, is

part of the quandary we face in attempting to interpret God's commandments about the Holy Days when we

have an incomplete set of "puzzle" pieces. It is possible to envision what the solution is when we use all of the

things that we can know about the "puzzle."

Ordinal and Cardinal Numbers

Ordinal numbers are different from cardinal num-

bers because the ordinal number expresses an order to

a series of things. In 1 Corinthians 15:23, Paul uses the

terms order and firstfruits to explain that the resurrec-

tions from the dead are to be understood in two ways:

(1) they come as part of a series of events, and (2) they

come in a defined order.

His use of the term firstfruits tells us that there has

to be at least secondfruits ... and there is the possibility

of there being third, fourth, fifth, et cetera ad infinitum.

Whether or not the series goes beyond second does not

affect the fact that second represents the next step in the

series. A cardinal number (one, two, three ...) does not

require the following number(s).

Revelation 20:5, 12 presents the "picture" that there

is, indeed, a second resurrection. It does not preclude

there being a third, fourth, et cetera ad infinitum. As a

matter of fact, Isaiah 65:17-25 might very well reveal

that "resurrections" might continue ad infinitum in the

New Heavens and New Earth. I know that some of you

might not be able to "see" that, but I can propose the va-

lidity of it based on two things: (1) God's will is to cre-

ate a being who can be trained in holiness in the flesh

and (2) at the appropriate time, that human will be

changed from flesh to spirit in order to become part the

God family (Gen. 1:26-28; Eph. 1:4-14).

We know that the part of the  "salvation" process by

which that change comes begins with the return of Je-

sus Christ (1 Cor. 15:50-54; 1 Thes. 4:13-18). We know

that there will be humans during the 1,000-year com-

pletion of the ministry of reconciliation during which

Jesus Christ and the Saints reconcile all things in hea-

ven and on the earth and under the earth to God the

Father (compare Isaiah 2:1-5; Zech. 14:16; Eph. 1:10;

Phil. 2:9-11; and Col. 1:20). Isaiah 65:17-25 suggests

that humans who will continue to reproduce their kind

(see Isa. 65:20, 23) will exist beyond the second resur-

rection (see also Isa. 9:7 re: increase).

Even though Satan, death, and the grave will be de-

stroyed (1 Cor. 15:25; Rev. 20:14), we have to ask our-

selves the question about why humans will continue to

exist beyond the creation of the New Heavens and New

Earth. What I "see" is a continual process by which God

will add additional members to His family. So, declar-

ing that the so-called third resurrection is the end of the

series of resurrections is questionable. I use a partial

"picture" here to infer the whole "picture." Ordinal

numbers are useful tools in this inference.

Days, Months, and Years

Ordinal numbers like first month and 10th and 14th
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days in Exodus 12:2, 3, and 6 give us other informa-

tion: first "month" assumes two things: (1) this is based

on a moon cycle (the term “month” is derived from a

complete cycle of the moon) and (2) 10th day (Ex. 12:2)

and 14th day (v. 6) assume time periods from the start-

ing point of the  first day of the moon cycle. Then the

Lord God adds the information at the end of v. 2: "the

first month of the year." So, when the Lord God told

Moses about the "month" that would be the first in a

series (a "year"), He said that it would be the "begin-

ning of months." The plural form months also tells us

that there is going to be a series of "months."

In Genesis 1, we find that an evening and a morning

constitute a "day." In Exodus 12:3, we find that a cer-

tain number of "days" constitutes a "month." From this,

we can deduce that there is going to be a beginning

point and an ending point that will constitute a "month"

(a moon cycle). In v. 2, we find that a certain number of

"months" constitutes a "year" (see Gen. 1:14). At this

point, we have not found out how to determine if any of

this is "cyclical" or "lineal."

Genesis 2:2, 3 and Exodus 20:8-11 provide us the

clue that the "week" consists of seven days. Once that

series of seven days is complete, the weekly cycle be-

gins again. We can infer from this that there are a cer-

tain number of "days" and "weeks" in a "month" and a

certain number of "days," "weeks," and "months" in a

"year." How do we know if "months" and "years" are

cyclical or lineal?

Genesis 1:14 and 5:3 tell us that "years" are lineal

in one sense, but they are also cyclical in another. The

fact that Scripture describes the "years" as being im-

portant in our computation of time is proof enough to

understand that this period of time called a "year" is

going to be repeated in a "cycle." Adam lived 130 of

those "yearly" cycles before Seth was born. Yet, the

number 130 tells us that the cycles were also counted

lineally ... 131, 132, et cetera until Adam lived 930 of

those cycles in a series of "years."

Once we understand that the "year" is cyclical, then

we are able to understand that there are a certain num-

ber of "moons" that will bring the point at which the

"year" begins again. The Hebrew word for "year" is

shanah, which means "a revolution of time." How we

determine that "revolution of time" by the "moons" is

part of the puzzle that we can know. However, how to

determine the beginning of that "revolution of time" is

not really determined solely by the "moons" involved.

It is determined by the beginning of the "seasons" – this

is a reference to spring, summer, fall, and winter, not to

"sacred seasons" and "appointed times." Genesis 1:14

and Psalm 104:19 say that the moon is used to deter-

mine the seasons (which includes “appointed times,

sacred seasons/days, and feasts”).

We know that the "moon" cycles vary between ap-

proximately 29 and 30 days. They begin at what is, for

lack of a better expression, the "birth" of a "new" moon.

The "sliver" is evidence that the "birth" has already tak-

en place about a day before. The "sliver" is not the

"new" moon at its birth.

If you are familiar with the length of the moon

cycles from moon to moon, then you can count the days

between them so you can know how many have passed

since the beginning of the "revolution of time" in that

particular "year." As much as anything else, the "sliver"

serves as a predictor for the next moon. Modern tech-

nology can forecast the "new" moon from the point that

it reaches dead center between the earth and the sun. In

the moment that the moon moves off dead center, the

"new" moon is born. It is like any other measure of

"time" in that regard. For example, the duration of time

between a.m. and p.m. is a nano-second. So, we can

know the moon cycles by one means or another ... and

we have been able to do so almost from the beginning

of our present world.

So, we know that seven days equal a "week." We

know that it takes the moon between 29 to 30 days to

complete a cycle (a "month"). We know that there are

roughly 12 moon cycles from one vernal equinox and

the next. We know that the various calendar systems

created by man to measure "time" are not exact because

there have to be "intercalations" of different types made

to reconcile the difference between the revolution of the

sun from vernal equinox to vernal equinox and the

number of "moons" during that period of time. There is

about an 11-day difference between 12 lunar cycles and

one solar cycle.

How that reconciliation is to be made is not speci-

fied in Scripture. What is specified is the "day" of the

"moon" on which a particular "appointed time" is to be
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regarded as "sacred" to God. What is evident in the

Lord God's instructions in Leviticus 23 is that the Lord

God did not speak of anything called a "postponement"

of those specified times. That we can know.

Read the following Scriptures to understand the

function of the “new” moon in the Israelite religious

practices: 1 Chronicles 23:31; 2 Chronicles 2:4; 31:3;

Ezra 3:5; Nehemiah 10:33; Isaiah 1:13, 14; Ezekiel

45:17; 46:3; Hosea 2:11. I use the Scriptures with the

plural “moons” to demonstrate that they did this more

than once a year. Even then, there are no specifics in

Scripture about how to conduct such a ritual ceremony

– complete with appropriate sacrifices. The mention of

the "new moon feast" is found in 1 Samuel 20:5 as

though such a thing was a normal way of life. The most

important thing this verse shows is that the Israelites

knew ahead of time when the new moon would occur.

They knew because of some kind of system they con-

structed based on observation of established patterns of

the moon. None of the Churches of God schedule New

Moon Feasts in their Holy Day calendars.

Cain's and Abel's Sacrifices

Take a look at Genesis 4:3. What is meant by the

expression "in process of time"? The Hebrew term is

qets, which means here "the end of a definite time"

(BDB, p. 893d). Some translate it to say "at the end of

days." From this, there is posited the idea that this was

a sacrifice made at the anniversary of the creation.

Others posit that it has to do with the weekly Sabbath.

It is not said to be an "appointed time." Daniel 4:34

uses a similar expression ("...at the end of days...";

KJV) to show that Nebuchadnezzar's punishment was

brought to an end at the assigned time.

It also does not mean that it was a spur-of-the-mo-

ment occasion; rather, it appears to have been a habi-

tual, repetitive practice for a special occasion ... wheth-

er it was done daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly. Either

way, one can reasonably infer that they were using

some kind of "calendar" to keep track of its date.

One could speculate, without "proof", that the prac-

tice must have begun in Genesis 3:21 when the Lord

God used animal skins to clothe Adam and Eve. From

where did He get the animal skins? From animals that

He slaughtered. Was this a teachable moment about the

death of an innocent being in order to cover the "naked-

ness" of a transgressor? Surely the Lord God did not

waste however many animals it took to provide clothing

for Adam and Eve.

"Covering" their "nakedness," in this case, is sym-

bolic of putting a protective agent over something that

is exposed. Was this a symbol of the coming gift of the

Holy Spirit to redeem them from the penalty of their sin

and protect them against their ultimate death (Gen.

2:17; 4:6, 7; and Eph. 1:14)? We are not told.

Some translations imply that the Lord God told

Cain that there was a sin sacrifice available for his sin:

bad attitude, wrong kind of sacrifice, unrighteousness

(Gen. 4:6, 7).  Was this a commanded sacrifice at an

appointed time? Cain was upset because the Lord God

repeatedly refused to accept his manner of sacrifice

(Hebrews 11:4 implies that Cain was not righteous).

I personally believe that Genesis 3:21 could have

been the point at which the "sacrificial lamb" was used

to symbolize the "passover" and "atonement" sacrifice

of the woman's seed (v. 15; see also Eph. 1:4-14 and

Phil. 2:5-11). I also believe that this is probably where

the habitual, repetitive sacrifice was instituted.

At the time of this sacrifice in Genesis 4:3, Cain

and Abel were grown men who had been doing this for

quite a while. It was not a spontaneous contest in which

these men were vying for the Lord God's attention in a

once-and-done ritual. Halley reckons Cain to have been

129 years old and Abel 130 years old when Cain mur-

dered Abel. That would signal a long history of repeti-

tion ... and the need for some type of "calendar."

I further believe that it is possible that this action in

Genesis 3:21 was done about sundown beginning the

14th day of the first month during the year that Adam

and Eve committed the first sin. I do not accept the old

WCG idea that the Lord God created man on Friday,

fellowshipped with them on the first Sabbath, and al-

lowed them to fall into sin on the first day of the second

week of their existence. Scripture does not reveal the

day, week, month, or year when the temptation took

place ... so it is unwarranted speculation that it was on

the first "Sunday" after their creation on Friday.

Therefore, it appears that this account in Genesis

4:3 is descriptive of a habitual repetition of the Lord
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God's action in Genesis 3:21. Clarke says that some be-

lieve it was an anniversary event ... while others say

that it was a weekly event. Henry H. Halley says in his

famous Bible Handbook that, because sin had entered

the world, God ordained a sacrifice that would be ac-

ceptable to Him if the individual was righteous and

expressing his faith in the symbolism of the sacrifice.

He further states that the sacrifice offered by Abel was

a "primeval picture of the atoning death of Christ"

(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 24th edi-

tion, 1965; p. 69). Abel would have been the first

"Christian" and, possibly, the first prophet among man-

kind (see Luke 1:70). We can know that none of the

"calendars" used in the above-cited situations had any-

thing to do with Hillel II's "calendar."

Other Things We Can Know

We can know that when no one uses postponements

or intercalated months, Jews and the various Churches

of God (seventh day) generally observe the Holy Days

on the same dates given in the TSDCA calendar – rela-

tive to our calculation from the vernal equinox. The

Seventh Day Christian Assembly calculates the first day

of the first month based on the “full” moon coming on

or after noon on the day of the vernal equinox. This

general coincidence of observance is true even though

most other groups depend on the Hillel II model that is

calculated on the molad Tishri model that counts back-

wards (from the date established for the first day of the

seventh month) to determine Passover.

The Hillel II model does not consider molad Tishri

to be an exact date because it also can be postponed a

few days because of the “Rules” ... even though the

birth of the new moon does occur at an exact moment

when the moon passes between the earth and the sun.

Note the following from Claus Tondering’s article

at http//www.tondering.dk/claus/cal/Hebrew. php:

1. The first day of the calendar year, Rosh Ha-

Shanah, on 1 Tishri is determined as follows:

The new year starts on the day of the new moon

that occurs about 354 days (or 384 days if the

previous year was a leap year) after 1 Tishri of

the previous year. [The Hillel II calendar speci-

fies "common years" as being 353, 354, or 355

days long and "leap years" as being 383, 384, or

385 days long.]

2. If the new moon occurs after noon on that

day, delay the new year by one day. (Because in

that case the new crescent moon will not be

visible until the next day.) [You have to have a

starting point. So, this “postponement” is logi-

cal in its principle because the beginning is

scheduled for sundown – the end – of that day.

Approximately eighteen hours of the previous

day would have already passed.]

3. If this would cause the new year to start on a

Sunday, Wednesday, or Friday, delay it by one

day [b]ecause we want to avoid that Yom Kip-

pur: 10 Tishri [Atonement] falls on a Friday or

Sunday, and that Hoshanah Rabba (21 Tishri)

falls on a Sabbath (Saturday).

4. If two consecutive years start 356 days apart

(an illegal year length), delay the start of the

first year by two days. [What happens to the

days that cause the upcoming year to be "ille-

gal"? This instruction suggests that they exist,

but are not counted because of illegality.]

5. If two consecutive years start 382 days apart

(an illegal year length), delay the start of the

second year by one day. [Same question and

observation as above.]

Note: Rule 4 can only come into play if the first

year was supposed to start on Tuesday. There-

fore a two day delay is used rather than a one

day delay, as the year must not start on a Wed-

nesday as stated in rule 3 [all emphases are add-

ed].

My question is this: If they can be so accurate in

their determination about when the first day of the

seventh month actually occurs (that is, before they in-

sert the “postponements”), why is it so difficult to de-

termine the first day of the first month? The only rea-
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sonable answer I know is that the Rules of Postpone-

ments drive the construction of the calendar. The post-

ponements skew the dates for Atonement because they

want to avoid Atonement on Wednesday, Friday, and

Sunday, and the observance of a Jewish tradition called

Hoshanah Rabbah skews the dates for Sukkot (Feast of

Tabernacles) because the seventh day of Tabernacles

cannot be allowed to fall on the weekly Sabbath be-

cause of the “work” involved in the ceremonial ritual

described below.

Since all of this occurs during the seventh month,

they have to get all of that straight before proceeding to

set the dates for the rest of the calendar. In the bargain,

and as a matter of convenience for themselves, they

have actually made the seventh month the “first”

month. They call it the “civil” calendar. They admit that

Abib/Nisan is the “first” month of the “religious” cal-

endar. These postponements, therefore, can cause every

Holy Day of a given year to be postponed – to not actu-

ally occur on the specified day – including the second

Passover. Is that what God intends to happen?

Leviticus 23:40 is the Jewish scriptural basis for

Hoshanah Rabbah … but those instructions are more

about the “booths” the people were to build (read Nehe-

miah 8), not a commandment to establish a ritual tra-

dition for the seventh day of the Feast of Tabernacles

(that is, Feast of “booths”). There is no scriptural in-

struction about marching around the synagogue seven

times, waving the palm fronds and beating the willow

branches on the ground/floor (which constitutes

“work”), and declaring God’s judgment for the next

year. They will delay the 21st and 22nd  days of Taber-

nacles if this ritual tradition falls on the weekly Sab-

bath. But ... that shifts every Holy Day of the seventh

month off the commanded day, and it can also shift

Passover, Unleavened Bread, and the second Passover.

This is a tradition of man … even if it is done in wor-

ship of God (think of the uncommanded “holy days”

Hanukkah and Purim in this regard; read Matt. 7:21-

23).

Consider the lesson of Matthew 15:1-9 in this mat-

ter. Corban was a Temple-centered tradition based on

oral law that was not commanded by the Lord God in

the written law (note the reference to “written” law by

Jesus Christ in Matt. 5:18: “jot” and “tittle”). The in-

trusion of this tradition of man into the religious life of

the Jews was ruled illegal by Jesus Christ on two

grounds: (1) the tradition made God’s law null and void

(v. 6) and (2) the commandments of men were treated

as though they are the commandments of God, but they

actually transgress the commandment of God (vv. 3, 9).

If the Lord God commanded the first day of the sev-

enth month to be a Holy Day, does man have the prero-

gative to adjust the first day of the seventh month – or

any other Holy Day – by postponing it a day or two in

order to accommodate his own unscriptural tradition?

Some who accept the postponements (because they use

Hillel II’s “Hebrew” calendar) have historically warned

congregants about being precise about Passover: “You

better do this on the day specified by God, or you will

suffer such-and-such a consequence.” Rules of post-

ponement also skew the date of Passover! They actually

open themselves up to the consequences they warn their

congregants about – what we call “irony.”

Matthew 7:21-24 explains that God is not obligated

to accept anything and everything done in His name as

a religious doctrine, practice, ritual, obligation, et cet-

era. That is the basis of Jesus’ argument in Matthew

24:4, 5 regarding deceivers and Paul’s argument in 2

Corinthians 11:4 regarding another Jesus, another gos-

pel, and another Spirit.

The rule of postponement regarding the date of

Passover is the only valid rule because it stipulates a

“beginning” point. Their basic proviso is that the 15th of

Abib (the “full” moon) will not begin before noon on

the day of the vernal equinox (which is the reason you

look for the “full” moon that occurs at or after noon at

the vernal equinox).

The basic Jewish practice is that “Passover” will not

occur before the vernal equinox (another problem that

has to be fixed when counting backwards). That is

based on their reckoning of the first day of Unleavened

Bread as being the beginning of “Passover” (compare

Matt. 26:17-20 and John 18:28; 19:14, 31). The Jews,

generally speaking, observe “Passover” on the first day

of Unleavened Bread (the evening of the 15th day of

Abib), not on the evening beginning the 14th day of

Abib (see Ex. 12:6-14; Lev. 23:5, 6; Num. 28:16, 17;

33:3) as Jesus and His disciples did. That difference is

demonstrated in the Scriptures above.
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According to our (TSDCA) present method of cal-

culation, Passover in AD 31 would have occurred on

March 27, instead of April 27. In either case, we can

conclude that the first month of Exodus 12:2 was rela-

tive to the vernal equinox, not molad Tishri (Hillel II's

calendar did not exist at the time).

The idea that Scripture demands that the Passover

and Unleavened Bread coincide with the barley harvest

is unfounded. The entire period between the new moon

of the first month until Pentecost culminates in what is

called the feast of harvest (Exodus 23:16). This is large-

ly a grain harvest that is concluded sometime relative

to Pentecost. The priests had their own plot of barley

from which to acquire the "wave-sheaf offering." They

had their own schedule for planting it. Others claim that

these Holy Days must coincide with the "greening" of

the grain sprouts. That is also not specifically com-

manded by the Lord God.

Prophecy Tells Us 

Other Things We Can Know

One factor left out of the discussion about the cal-

endar is the role that prophecy plays. Some will be

astonished that I would bring such a position into the

conversation. Lest we be too hasty to dismiss such an

idea, please carefully consider the implications of the

prophecies that I will bring to bear in this discussion.

Jeremiah 9 is part of a longer prophecy about the

sins of Judah over the centuries. Verse 9 shows the

Lord God's resolve to bring them to account for all the

ways they have violated the two basic laws of the cove-

nant: supreme love for God and love for neighbor at

least equal to love for self (see Matt. 22:34-40). There-

after, He speaks of how He will avenge Himself against

treacherous Judah – just as He had done against treach-

erous Israel. Why? Read vv.12-16. What is the most

important statement in those verses? It is the appeal to

the wise and understanding person to give grave regard

to the reason for His actions.

Once you get that idea fastened into your reasoning

process, read vv. 23, 24. Note the most important state-

ment in v. 24: "Let him that glories [in wisdom and

might] glory in this, that he understands and knows

me...." The implication is that Judah had gotten to the

point that they neither understood nor knew Him. The

House of Israel was long since in dispersion.

Jeremiah reveals in chapter 19 another part of this

prophecy that should be understood. Verse 5 contains

the most important revelation of this part: It never en-

tered the Lord God's mind that Judah would sink to the

depths of spiritual depravity to which she had fallen.

He repeats the same thought in 32:35. They were doing

things that He had not commanded them to do, and ...

they were deeply involved in the worship of other gods

(not unlike those who serve another Jesus, another gos-

pel, and another spirit; 2 Cor. 11:4).

Jeremiah 7 has already been pronounced. The entire

prophecy in Jeremiah basically has to do with the con-

sequence declared in Jeremiah 7:1-16: The Lord God is

going to withdraw His name from Judah and cast them

out of His presence because they neither understand

Him nor know Him. If they did, they would not be so

flagrantly apostate! How does this manifest itself?

Note Isaiah 1:1-15. The Lord God disdains Judah's

religious practices because they have been mixed and

mingled with pagan beliefs and practices to the point

that they nauseate Him. Hosea 2:1-13 is another salvo

in this resolve by the Lord God to punish Judah for her

sins. Why? His reasoning is consistent with Isaiah and

Jeremiah. Those who declare that the Lord God hated

their new moons, Sabbaths, and appointed feasts think

that it was because they were part of the Law that was

done away with by the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. Is

that the reason? NO! Why?

Haggai 2:11-14 gives us the principle involved. The

unclean, when put into contact with the holy, makes the

holy unclean. The conclusion to be drawn from this is

found in v. 14:

So is this people, and so is this nation before

me says the Lord; and so is every work of their

hands; and that which they offer there is un-

clean (emphases added).

When they mixed and mingled paganism into what

the Lord God had revealed to them, their religion and

religious practices became "unclean" in the Lord God's

mind. He hated the mixture, not the religious practices
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that He had given them. Few understand the implica-

tions of that move on His part.

When Amos was sent to the House of Israel to

prophesy against them, he also delineated Judah's trans-

gressions in Amos 2:4, 5. They despised the Law of

God, did not keep His commandments, and lied in a

way that set them in opposition to the faith of their

forefathers. In the remainder of the chapter, Amos re-

veals that Israel and other nations committed grave sins

against the Lord God that exceeded Judah's and other

nations'.

Chapter 3 is a judgment of the entire nation of Israel

(vv. 1, 3). He demonstrates that all of Israel and the

Lord God have not walked together because of the disa-

greement that exists between them. But, the entire

prophecy is laser-focused specifically on the House of

Israel. Notice His judgment in Amos 5:21-27. They had

done the same thing Judah had done. He foretells the

dispersion of the House of Israel by Assyria (v. 27) –

never to return to the Land of Promise until the "end

days."

Do you get the idea intended in this discussion?

Israel and Judah paid a price for walking contrary to the

Lord God. One of the most significant penalties men-

tioned in this prophecy is in 8:11: "I will send a famine

in the land ... of hearing the words of the Lord" (see

Rom. 10:13-21; emphases added). This implies that

their religious practices in the future might very well be

similar to what they had already learned, but close ex-

amination will reveal that they really lack something

relative to God's truth, thoughts, and ways (Isa. 55:8, 9).

Now note the message of Isaiah 6. Isaiah 1:1 reveals

that his prophecy is essentially aimed at the House of

Judah. That means that Isaiah 6 is aimed at Judah.

When Isaiah sees the vision mentioned in vv. 1-4, he

realizes that he is not worthy to see such a sight and to

be in the presence (vision or not) of the throne of the

Lord God. After the Lord sees to it that Isaiah is

"cleaned up," He poses the question about whom He

can send to Judah to deliver a message. Isaiah whole-

heartedly volunteers to go. Here is where we learn an-

other interesting lesson from prophecy.

Isaiah is to take a message to Judah that says that

the Lord God has determined to close their "eyes" and

stop their "ears." In effect, this spiritual blindness and

deafness will affect their understanding. He is remov-

ing from Judah whatever wisdom and understanding

they might otherwise have about His thoughts and

ways. Verses 11-13 show that this will be in effect for

a very long time until only a "remnant" (see 1:1-9) will

understand. Matthew 13:10-17 is scriptural proof that

Isaiah's prophecy was still in effect about 800 years

later (he began his service about BC 742).

In 2 Corinthians 3, Paul makes the case for that

"blindness" and "deafness" going all the way back to

the time when Moses went up into the mountain to re-

ceive God's Law. Paul speaks primarily of Judah in this

case, but certainly includes the House of Israel in his

argument. Paul says in vv. 14, 15 that a veil was put up-

on their heart "until this day" and will not be taken

away until they turn back to the Lord. We get a sense

that they will not do so until the resurrection of both

Houses prophesied in Ezekiel 37 (compare to Jer.

31:31-34 and Isa. 2:1-5). Until then, they will be

"blind" and "deaf" to God's wisdom, thoughts, ways,

and truth.

Here is the overarching question: What effect will

all of this have on Judah's possession of the "seat of

Moses" and the "oracles of God"? What effect will the

"blindness" and "deafness," have upon their "wisdom,"

and "understanding" of God's Holy Days and the calen-

dar they create to observe them? It should be apparent

that "postponements" is a failure of that wisdom and

understanding – just as the prophecies cited above dem-

onstrate.

Summary

If the Lord God commanded that Abib should be the

first month (compare Ex. 12:2 to 13:4), then there is no

logical reason why you should determine “Abib” by

resorting to the molad Tishri (the new moon of the

seventh month). The complexity of the Hillel II calen-

dar (which was not revealed or commanded by God)

argues strongly against it – especially since, by its very

nature (clinging to traditions), so many delays have to

be employed in order to make it work.

What does the Lord God mean in Leviticus 23:5

that Passover shall be observed on the 14th day of the

first month at evening (see Gen. 1:5, 8, 13, 19, 23, and
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31)? Does He mean the last few hours of the 14th day or

the entire 14th day? When does the weekly Sabbath be-

gin? Is this a specifically appointed time? Or, is it aver-

aged out to be from 6 p.m. to 6 p.m.?

If the 14th day is evening/morning (like the weekly

Sabbath and every other day of the calendar year), when

did Jesus and His disciples observe the last Passover

before His crucifixion (see Mark 14:17)? Did this

“evening” begin the 14th day (see Ex. 12:6)? The word

“evening” in Exodus 12:6 is from the Hebrew word ben

ha arbayim, which indicates the time between sunset

and the appearance of the first stars. Each day has only

one ben ha arbayim – the beginning of the day. Jesus

and His disciples ate their Passover meal during the

night of the 14th day, not during the night of the 15th day

(each day has only one night).

Exodus 12:14 designates Passover as a feast day

and separates it from the Feast of Unleavened Bread

(vv. 15-20 and Lev. 23:5, 6; see also Mark 14:1). How

do we know? Exodus 12:18 uses the term even two

times. That word is translated from the Hebrew term ba

erev, which describes the time it takes the sun to dis-

appear below the horizon at sundown (four to five min-

utes). It ends the previous day and begins the next day.

Once that is done, ben ha arbayim begins. So, the Feast

of Unleavened Bread begins at the sundown of the 14th

day at ba erev and ends at the sundown on the 21st day

at ba erev (see also Lev. 23:27-32 re: Atonement).

These are two separate Holy Day feasts that make up a

connected eight-day span of time. Because the leaven-

ing has to be out of the house before Passover (general-

ly speaking, by noon of the 13th day), it is counted as a

day of unleavened bread … but not part of the Feast of

Unleavened Bread.

The “take away” from this is that the Lord God (the

One who became Jesus Christ) made the command-

ments about His Holy Days. There is no provision for

these specified days to be moved around for man’s con-

venience … regardless of how “religious” that conven-

ience might be. The only provision for a “postpone-

ment” is found in Numbers 9:9-14 (“at even” = ben ha

arbayim). Jesus Christ and His disciples observed their

last Passover together at the beginning of the 14th day of

Abib as specified by the commandment. At that time,

Hillel’s “postponements” did not exist.

The generally accepted practice of the Jews of ob-

serving “Passover” beginning on the evening of the 15th

was not a “postponement”; it was a misinterpretation by

mainstream Judaism and mainstream Christianity (see

John 2:13; 18:28; 19:31). The “high day” spoken of in

John 19:31 was the first day of the Feast of Unleavened

Bread, not the weekly Sabbath. Since this incident was

during the daytime portion of Passover (the 14th day),

these Jews had not eaten their “Passover” because the

15th day had not yet begun. Read again the prophecies

cited above and ask yourself if those prophecies were at

work in skewing their Holy Day calendars then and

now.

The Seventh Day Christian Assembly offers numerous

Christian Education Outreach materials on its

website ... materials that will help you to understand

God's truth so that you can have more faith in it.

Please take advantage of these materials. They are

free to you. All you have to do is click the mouse to

download them to you own computer. Why let a

great source of God's truth go unused? Get started

today on a great adventure!
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Fulfilling the Law 

and the Prophets

T
here is a strange notion among mainstream Christianity that Jesus Christ did away with the Law by fulfilling

it. This has been a staple in the ages-long quarrel over Law -vs- Grace. The mainstream's argument stipulates

that Hebrews 10 and Colossians 2:14 say that Jesus Christ's crucifixion made the Law null and void because

His crucifixion was the once-and-for-all solution for the Law's demand for the death of the sinner (see Ezek. 18:4,

20; Rom. 6:23; Gal. 3:19-26). What is missing from the mainstream's argument is Paul's declaration in Romans

3:19-31 and Romans 13:8-10. Romans 3:19-31 declares that, although all have sinned, the "redemption that is in

Jesus Christ" (v. 24) is evidence of God's justification of the sinner through grace regarding that death. Why?

Because the Law condemns their sins (Rom. 5:6-8; 6:23)! Paul goes on in v. 31 to say that God's Law is not made

void through faith in Jesus Christ; rather, the Law is more permanently fixed in God's plan of salvation.

Romans 13:8-10 is the least used "proof" of this concept. Ephesians 1:6, 7 makes it clear that the redemption

brought by Christ's death helps to make us acceptable to the Father and paves the way for our entrance into His

family. In Romans 13:10, Paul says that "love is the fulfilling of the Law" (emphases added). Does that mean that

love causes the Law's demands to cease? Hardly! Look at 1 Corinthians 13:13 where Paul says that faith, hope, and

love abide (see John 14:15 and 1 John 3:4). In other words, they are permanent in the righteousness that God

expects of His people. Now ... what does this have to do with the calendar issue?

The Testimony of Jesus Christ

If the Lord God of the Old Testament is the one

who came in the flesh as Jesus Christ (John 1:1-3, 14),

then He is the one who has given the New Testament

Church continued testimony about His relationship with

the Law and the Prophets. The core and substance of

this argument hinges on two statements revealed in the

New Testament in Matthew and Luke.

Matthew 5:17-19 states very directly in His own

words that Jesus did not come to destroy the Law and

the Prophets – for all practical purposes, "Moses." To

emphasize His point, Jesus says in v. 18 that there are

two factors that will signal the end for the necessity of

the Law and the Prophets: (1) the end of this present

world (observable by the creation of new heavens and

earth: Isa. 65:17-25 and Rev. 21:1) and (2) the fulfill-

ment of everything that is proposed by God in the Law

and Prophets. How do we know this is true?

Luke 24:44 is very straightforward:

And [Jesus] said to [His disciples], These are

the words I spoke to you, while I was yet with

you, that all things must be fulfilled, which

were written in the Law of Moses, and in the

prophets, and in the psalms, concerning me

(emphases added).

It is patently obvious that Jesus' testimony should

hold sway in this discussion because it should become

apparent that this fulfillment will have some effect upon

our discussion about the Holy Day calendar ... and what

we do and do not do in our observances. Let's re-visit

Matthew 23:2, 3 with regard to Jesus' testimony.
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Over 250 years ago. Matthew Henry created a five-

volume commentary covering the entire Bible. Among

mainstream Christianity, Matthew Henry has been a

highly respected commentator who had extraordinary

insight into scriptural matters. Not all agreed with his

teachings, but they still respected his contribution to the

discussion regarding Scripture and its place in Christi-

anity. I refer to his commentary about Matthew 23:2, 3

for some of the insight about Jesus' testimony.

Henry says that the Scribes and Pharisees who oc-

cupied the "seat of Moses" were acting as judges in

Judaism. Acts 15:21 says that "Moses" had such judges

in every city in which there was a presence of Jews.

Even though it is possible for bad men to occupy good

and useful offices, Jesus was not denigrating the "seat"

itself by His comments, and ... He realized that bad men

occupied that "seat" during His day and time. Here is

Henry's assessment:

"As far as they sit in Moses' seat, that is, read

and preach the law that was given by Moses, so

far you must hearken to them." Now Christ

would have the people to make use of helps

they gave them for the understanding of the

scripture, and do accordingly. As long as their

comments did illustrate the text, did make plain,

and not make void, the commandment of God;

so far they must be observed and obeyed. We

must not think the worse of good truths for their

being preached by bad ministers; nor of good

laws for their being executed by bad magi-

strates. Though it is most desireable to have our

food brought by angels, yet, if God send it to us

by ravens, if it be good and wholesome, we

must take it, and thank God for it (Matthew

Henry, Commentary of the Whole Bible, Grand

Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House; 26th

American printing, 1982; pp. 1319, 1320).

This is a reasonable explanation of Jesus' testimony

about the matter, and ... it is useful in our discussion of

the present topic.

With that in mind, let's look at the various aspects

of the Holy Day calendar that must be fulfilled with ref-

erence to Jesus Christ. It is important to note that, like

love, the fulfillment of these things does not conclude

their necessity in God's continued plan to bring humans

into the God family (read John 3:3-8 and 1 Cor. 15:50-

54).

The Passover

What is the essence of Passover? The Hebrew term

is pronounced pehsach. The Greek term is pronounced

pascha. The effect of "passover" has to do with appeas-

ing or pacifying a deity. The idea of the slaughtered

lamb and the use of its blood to mark that which must

be protected from the divinity's wrath are part and par-

cel to this placation process. It is part of a redemption

process whereby the transgressor can be "bought" back

from the penalty of transgression (see 1 Cor. 6:19, 20

and Eph. 1:14). In effect, the divinity "passes over" the

guilty party instead of executing summary judgment

against him/her. In Exodus 12, the term "passover"

applies to the sacrifice, the meal, and the action of the

Angel of Death.

In the Greek application of the term, there is very

little difference from the Hebrew application. One ma-

jor difference is that early Christianity, as it was influ-

enced by paganism, began to apply the term to Easter

and to change the bread and wine ceremony of the New

Testament symbolism into "the Lord's Supper" and

"communion" and "the Eucharist." For the most part,

these ceremonies are not set to coincide with the Levi-

ticus 23 designation for the observance on the 14th day

of the 1st month at twilight. They are done by whatever

schedule individual Christian denominations deem ap-

propriate for their doctrines and practices. This "holy"

event was foreshadowed in the Garden of Eden in the

prophecy regarding the "woman's seed" and the slaugh-

ter of the animals to make clothing for Adam and Eve

(Gen. 3:15, 21).

There is more than one way in which Moses wrote

of Jesus Christ (John 5:46). The slaughtered lamb of

Passover was a symbol/foreshadow of the future sacri-

fice of God's perfect Lamb (see John 1:29). The fact

that John the Baptist had this revealed to him is signifi-

cant because it underlines the importance of Moses'

writings in the Law – Exodus12 and Leviticus 23 being

parts of the Law. This symbolism marks out prophetic
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material in the Law and Prophets that must be fulfilled.

In practical fact, this sacrifice was determined by

the Word and the Father before the creation of the or-

derly universe. Paul alludes to this in Ephesians 1:4 and

Philippians 2:5-11. Peter also alludes to this in 1 Peter

1:18-20. The Father and the Son knew before the cre-

ation of the orderly universe that such a sacrifice would

be necessary to restore the relationship they willed to

exist between God and man as man was being trained

to be brought into the family of God (Gen. 1:26-28;

Eph. 1:4-14).

To make a long story short, there are Scriptures that

spell this out very directly for us: John 6:30-58, Mat-

thew 26:17-29, and 1 Corinthians 5:7. As Jesus' cruci-

fixion approached, He began to teach His disciples the

significance of His blood and body. He drew their at-

tention to the coming change in the symbolism in-

volved: unleavened bread and wine instead of roasted

lamb, unleavened bread, bitter herbs, and wine. The

lamb symbolized Him before He was slaughtered for

our sins (see Isa. 53 and Rev. 5). Once He had fulfilled

the symbolism, the slaughter of a lamb was no longer

necessary. The law about the slaughter of such a lamb

was not made void; rather, it was dealt with in perpetu-

ity from the day of His crucifixion.

Hebrews 10:1-22 is the New Testament testimony

that such is the case. We see in v. 9 that the first man-

ner of sacrifice was set aside in order that the second

manner of sacrifice will prevail from the moment of the

sacrifice of Jesus Christ as the Lamb of God. Verse 14

tells us that this true sacrifice is a perpetual sacrifice

for ever. This is certainly the meaning behind Peter's

statement in Acts 4:12 about there being "no other

name under heaven given among men whereby we must

be saved." It also harmonizes with Paul's statement in

Philippians 2:9-11 about the high exaltation of Jesus

Christ over everything in heaven, on earth, and under

the earth.

As New Testament Christians who continue to ob-

serve the Passover commanded in Leviticus 23, we are

well aware of the concept about Christ being our "Pass-

over." We should be just as aware that He is our

"blood" and our "unleavened bread." We should be

aware that we are not looking forward to His sacrifice;

rather, we are celebrating the fact that the sacrifice has

been made.

This is what Paul means in 1 Corinthians 11:26

when he says that partaking of the Passover symbols

(the blood and the unleavened bread) shows that we are

acknowledging His death until He comes ... at which

time we will know that we have made our own exodus

from "Egypt" into the land promised by the Lord God

to Abraham (Rom. 4:13-25; Gal. 3:26-29; Heb. 6:13-

20; 11:8-16; 39, 40). The spiritual intent of the law is

not made void. The spiritual intent of the law super-

cedes the letter of the law. The law and the prophecy

are fulfilled. Read Exodus 12:21-28.

The Feast of Unleavened Bread

This feast is also prophetic of a step in God's plan

of salvation. This step is being fulfilled. We know this

because sin has not been destroyed among mankind –

even true Christians still struggle with the problem of

sin (see 1 John 2:1, 2). This feast symbolizes the spiri-

tual journey that we all must make out of sin into the

thoughts and ways of God. There is a definite destina-

tion toward which we journey, and it must be made

with the guidance of "God with us" showing the way

and making provision for our physical and spiritual

needs.

Paul covers this journey in 1 Corinthians 10. Notice

how he says that the account written down by Moses is

an example to those upon whom the ends of the world

are come (vv. 6, 11). The terms examples and ensam-

ples come from the Greek term tupos. This Greek word

means: "The types given by God as an indication of the

future, in the form of persons or things ... a symbol or

foreshadowing of the tribulation to come." Those who

are not warned by these types will suffer in ways not

unlike the ancient Israelites suffered.

So, our journey symbolized by the Feast of Unlea-

vened Bread must be taken seriously. The symbolism

has not yet been totally fulfilled; it is a work in pro-

gress. It has to do with the work of Jesus Christ in lead-

ing us out of our present slavery in "Egypt" (read Ex.

13:5-16).When we observe it, we do not actually go to

Egypt to re-enact a march from there to Canaan. This

historical event represents a greater reality for God's

people.
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The Wave Sheaf Offering

The wave-sheaf offering is mandated in Leviticus

23:10-14. The peculiar thing about this part of the Holy

Day calendar is that it is completely missing from the

calendars used by the various Churches of God. Not

one of them that I know of sets aside a plot of ground

and sanctifies it for holy usage on the day commanded

in Leviticus 23:9-14. They do not even have such a plot

in Israel for the Church's special use to wave a sheaf of

barley before the Lord – either in the field itself or in

any type of "temple." Why? Has that part of the Lord

God's Law been rescinded or "destroyed"? No. Then

why is it not observed by any type of Holy Day cere-

mony among the Churches of God?

Here is where we must understand the concept of

"fulfilling" the Law and the Prophets. This ceremony is,

in fact, both Law and Prophecy. It was accompanied

with the sacrifice of an unblemished yearling lamb ...

along with what is called a "meat" offering in v. 13. The

RSV translates it to read "cereal" offering. Most of the

references to "meat" offerings have to do with grain and

bread.

If you consult an exhaustive concordance, you will

find expressions like "the flour of the meat offering"

(Lev. 6:15) and "mingled with oil for a meat offering"

(13 mentions in Numbers 7 alone). These meat offer-

ings include the following: daily burnt-offerings, shew-

bread, special offerings at the Sabbath, wave-offerings,

and peace-offerings. There are at least two different re-

cipes: the daily meat offering is made of flour, oil, and

wine; the shewbread is 12 leavened loaves with frank-

incense. We see none of these things included in our ob-

servance of the Feast of Unleavened Bread and Pente-

cost. Why?

It is widely taught among the various Churches of

God that Jesus Christ is our wave-sheaf offering. We

use Scriptures from the New Testament to show how

He fulfilled this commandment and, thereby, made it

unnecessary for the Church to employ the type from

that time forward. We use John 20:17 to show that

Jesus did not allow Mary Magdalene to touch Him be-

cause He had not yet ascended to the Father after His

resurrection. We use Matthew 28:9 to show that His

disciples met Him later in the day and held Him by His

feet. This is the "proof" that He did, in fact, ascend to

the Father and return in order to fulfill the symbolism

of the wave-sheaf offering.

Remember that this is the spirit of the Law, not the

letter. This is the magnification of the Law, not the

letter of the Law. Nowhere in these two accounts does

it say anything about this event fulfilling the symbolism

of the wave-sheaf offering. I would call attention to a

pattern of interpretation that is intrinsic (belonging to

the real nature of a thing) in the  prophetic nature of the

sacrifices involved in the Holy Days: They represent

numerous things revealed to Moses so he could write

about Jesus Christ. If Jesus Christ is our Passover and

our Atonement, then He most certainly is our Wave-

Sheaf offering (see Acts 26:23). We recognize that con-

cept when we celebrate the fact that He sits at the right

hand of the Father as our Prophet, Priest, King, Advo-

cate, Savior, et cetera, et cetera. As His name in Exodus

3:14 indicates: He is what He is ... and He is the All-in-

All (Rev. 22:13).

Consider the following Scriptures that point to this

concept of "the first of the firstfruits." In 1 Corinthians

15:23, Paul refers to Him as "Christ the firstfruits."

"Firstfruits" of what? Paul explains in v. 20 that He is

"the firstfruits of them that slept" – "slept" referring to

the dead. Acts 26:22, 26 is Paul's summation of his de-

fense before King Agrippa. He says that he was teach-

ing only what the prophets and Moses foretold: that

"Christ should suffer, and that He should be the first to

rise from the dead" (v. 23; emphases added). There are

numerous other Scriptures that say the same thing; so,

I will not belabor the point here.

What does this mean? It means that Jesus Christ is

the "wave-sheaf" offering. It means that we do not have

to be concerned about the ripening of a special barley

crop relative to the Feast of Unleavened Bread that

weather, locusts, or drought could wipe out. I doubt

very seriously that such a crop was grown and harvest-

ed in the 40 years that Israel wandered in the desert and

lived in "temporary dwellings" before they entered  Ca-

naan. Yet, they had the "bread" that symbolized the one

who would come as their Savior and King (Ex. 16;

John 6:27-36; 47-58). They had His Tabernacle with

them, along with the sacrifices that symbolized His role

in the salvation process for which they were destined.
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They had His presence among them.

We do not point to the day after the weekly Sabbath

during the Feast of Unleavened Bread and say that it

represents an actual calendar date (like Sivan 6) for the

fulfillment of the Wave-Sheaf symbolism. It is a work

in progress, and the event is much more than a mere

calendar date. But, we are commanded to use the in-

formation about "counting fifty" in order to determine

when Pentecost will be observed. Getting the yearly

"appointed" calendar days correct for satisfying the spe-

cific directions of Leviticus 23 is very important. The

Lord God made no provision for postponements or de-

lays in His specified calendar dates. So, we must follow

that instruction as closely as possible. 

Today, we can more efficiently find the "moons"

necessary for determining the Holy Days and the "be-

ginning" of each new year. We do not need spotters to

camp outside to watch for these things to occur. Indeed,

we can schedule these events, with greater accuracy

than ever before, decades (if not centuries) in advance.

We have no reason at all to submit to Hillel II for a

Greek calendar that was invented four centuries before

the birth of Jesus Christ and remodeled for the Jews in

AD 359. There is absolutely no Semitic bias involved

in that assertion. We can do it without allowing human

traditions to drive the construction of the calendar. We

can be accurate and Christ-centered in the effort.

Pentecost

One of the strange quirks of Jewish observances of

Holy Days is the squabble over when to observe Shavu-

oth – Pentecost/Feast of Weeks. According to www.

giveshare.org/HolyDay/sivan6, Herbert W. Armstrong

observed Sivan 6 from 1927 to 1936 because he con-

sulted "Jewish authorities" about the dating of the

observance. However, from 1937 to 1973, he observed

Pentecost on Monday. In 1974, he changed the date to

Sunday. Having been a member of WCG since 1970,

my wife and I (in 1974) were privy to the change and

understood HWA's claim to have had better under-

standing of this truth about Pentecost. It was all about

the "counting" aspect of the 50 days.

Let's go back in history to see how HWA concluded

that Pentecost should be observed on Monday. You can

find this information at the hwalibrary/correspondence

_course/54. First, he used the Septuagint Bible (the

Greek translation of the Hebrew Old Testament) to

establish that Acts 16:13 shows that the word sabbath

is from the Greek word sabbaton  and means "weeks"

rather than the seventh-day Sabbath or the yearly Sab-

baths. This was his "proof" that Paul was observing

Pentecost by a river in Macedonia – "proof" that the

early Church observed the Holy Days of Leviticus 23.

Next, he moves to "prove" that this information ac-

tually means that Pentecost should be observed on

Monday, as opposed to Sunday. Using Leviticus 23:11,

he shows that the wave-sheaf offering was waved on

the first day of the week because there the word sabbath

refers to the weekly sabbath. He asserts that Pentecost

"must be counted." If the sabbath that is required in the

count is a yearly sabbath, the "count" would not always

end on Sunday. It would end on some different day of

the week each year ... just as Sivan 6 would always oc-

cur on the same date (not same day) each calendar year.

From Leviticus 23:15, 16, he says that Hebrew

scholars admit that the expression "seven sabbaths"

actually means "seven weeks" as opposed to seven

weekly Sabbaths. The expression, therefore, means that

the 50 days are "seven weeks and a day." Now he uses

Numbers 28:26 to confirm that "sabbaths" should refer

to "weeks" instead of weekly Sabbaths because Pente-

cost is called the Feast of Weeks (Ex. 34:22).

Now comes the word problem. Leviticus 23:15 says

that you are to count from the day after the weekly Sab-

bath during the Feast of Unleavened Bread. Strong's

and the Brown–Driver–Briggs Hebrew Lexicon define

the term shabbath as primarily referring to the weekly

Sabbath. Therefore, Leviticus 23:15, 16 is saying that

you should count seven weekly Sabbaths.  HWA actu-

ally counted from the weekly Sabbath, but he under-

stood that the term from was meant to be exclusive of

Sunday. So, his count began on Monday. If you count

seven weeks of Mondays, the 49th day will always be

Sunday; therefore, the 50th day will always be on Mon-

day. My wife and I observed the Monday Pentecost four

times (1970 to 1973) before the change came in 1974.

He concluded this section of Lesson 35 of the Am-

bassador College Bible Correspondence Course with

this statement:
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Almighty God is not the author of confusion (1

Cor.14:33). He has placed specific offices in

His Church today to determine just such things

as how to count Pentecost (Eph. 14:11-13).

Pentecost ALWAYS FALLS ON A MONDAY, there is

NO OTHER DAY ACCEPTABLE IN GOD'S SIGHT! (1964,

1965; pp. 6, 7; bold-face and underline empha-

ses added)

Prior to Pentecost of 1974, Mr Armstrong became

aware of the fact that from means : "beginning at; start-

ing with; originating with." It is inclusive, not exclusive.

OOPS! This was "new truth" (actually available to you

from any reputable dictionary). Almost everyone was

joyful that God's Apostle had brought this "new truth"

to God's Church.

However, the "sour note" of this amazing discovery

was that HWA had observed Pentecost on the wrong

day for 46 years – from the very beginning of his minis-

try – because he believed the "experts" and he over-

looked the meaning of a simple, ordinary, everyday

word. Some WCG members left the Church because

they could not accept the "new truth." The rest of the

"faithful" have had no problem with observing Pente-

cost on Sunday during the past 42 years.

The Jews maintain a similar struggle among them-

selves because of varying opinions about how to "count

fifty" according to Leviticus 23:15-21. To make a long

story short, some observe Shavuoth on Sivan 6, regard-

less of the day upon which it falls. Why? Because they

believe that the Lord God gave Moses the Law on Si-

van 6. To be clear, this conclusion is reached based on

their anno mundi concept about the age of the earth.

This concept is made strange when they claim that the

first "year" lasted only a week! Nevertheless, those who

observe Sivan 6 say that Shavuoth is a "fixed" date as

opposed to a "floating" date related to the moon's cy-

cles. Others "count" Pentecost or observe it on a date

relative to Abib 15 and 16 (Abib 16 being the day after

the "yearly" Sabbath). As you can see, we are not alone

in this wrestling match over the proper calendar con-

struction.

True New Testament Christians understand that the

significance of Pentecost centers on two things that rep-

resent fulfillments of the prophetic nature of the Holy

Day: (1) The "harvest" of a small number of "firstfruit"

saints to comprise the "ruling realm" of the Kingdom of

God with Jesus Christ ("kingdom" in 1 Cor. 15:50 =

"ruling realm"; see James 1:18; Rev. 20:4-6), and (2)

the gift of the Holy Spirit that will identify God's true

people as His true children (see Eph. 1:12-14).

While the Holy Spirit has been made available to

the "firstfruits," Joel 2:28, 29 shows that there is com-

ing a time when that same Holy Spirit will be poured

out upon all humans. You can see the purpose for that

in Jeremiah 31:31-34: It will make them a spiritual

people. That act by itself will fulfill the intent of 1 Co-

rinthians 2:6-16 and Romans 8:14-17. As you might

very well be able to deduce, the work of the Holy Spirit

and identification of God's true children is a work in

progress as far as the fulfillment of the Law and Proph-

ets is concerned. As time goes on and more people are

called out as "firstfruits," the Holy Spirit will very

much be a part of the process and will be a necessary

element in the education of each new generation.

The Feast of Trumpets

The Feast of Trumpets represents the return of Jesus

Christ to effect the destruction of all human govern-

ments (Dan. 2:44, 45; 7:13-27; Zech. 14; Rev. 5:9, 10;

11:15; 19:11-21). The "trumpets" are referred to in

prophecy in Matthew 24:29-31, 1 Corinthians 15:51-54,

1 Thessalonians 4:13-18, and Revelation 8-11.

Make this note: It is difficult to say that the Feast of

Trumpets signals the calendar date on which Jesus

Christ will return. If it does, then we can always watch

for "signs" relative to the Feast of Trumpets and antici-

pate when He will do so (see Matt. 24:36-51 ... espe-

cially v. 36). Why should not we expect Him to return

on Pentecost relative to the harvest of the firstfruits?

The Feast of Trumpets signals the fact that He will re-

turn to begin executing judgment upon all things in hea-

ven, on earth, and under the earth (Phil. 2:10; Col.

1:20). That judgment will involve the completion of the

ministry of reconciliation of all things to the Father (2

Cor. 5:17-20). The "ruling realm" during that 1,000

years will consist of Jesus Christ and the "firstfruit"

saints who will have been called out between the Gar-

den of Eden and Christ's return (see Matt. 19:23-29;
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Heb. 11:4, 39, 40; 1 Cor. 15:50-54; 1 Thes. 4:16, 17).

The conquest of and the subjugation of the re-

maining human population and all spirit forces will be

necessary for the success of this completion of the min-

istry of reconciliation. Isaiah 2:1-5, Jeremiah 31:31-34,

Daniel 7:13-27, Zechariah 14, and Revelation 19:11-21

are descriptions of this subjugation process.

Atonement

One can reasonably conclude that the work of

atonement has already been fulfilled. Hebrews 10:12-18

seems to indicate that such is the case because it speaks

of one sacrifice that was made for the forgiveness of all

sins forever. Forever certainly reaches far out into the

distant future. However, there are some things to which

we must pay attention when we speak of atonement.

Leviticus 16:30 points out that the aim of the atone-

ment sacrifice is to cleanse the sinner of all of his/her

sins. It is true that the sacrifice of Jesus Christ has that

eternal net effect ... and there is absolutely no necessity

for repeating that sacrifice over and over again (Heb.

10:1-10). Ask yourself if the process of that cleansing

has reached its zenith to the point that no more sins are

being committed by anyone or anything in creation. In

other words, has the intention of atonement been com-

pleted? Let's consider some things that answer in the

negative.

Ephesians 1:14 deals primarily with the gift of the

Holy Spirit – a mere earnest (a down payment) at pre-

sent. Paul says in v. 13 that it presently serves the pur-

pose of identifying those who belong to God through

Jesus Christ (see also 2 Cor. 5:5). Paul told the Romans

that we presently have the "firstfruits of the Spirit"

(8:23). That means two things: (1) We will accrue

"secondfruits" and more of the Spirit in the process of

time – what Peter refers to as "growing in the grace and

knowledge of Jesus Christ" (2 Pet. 3:18; emphases

added) and (2) others ("secondfruits" and more) also

will be included in the future.

Paul gave us this thought in reference to Romans

8:19-22: Creation has been subjected to vanity and the

bondage of corruption – futility, transitoriness, purpose-

lessness, destruction. Does the sacrifice of Jesus Christ

cover these things? Why else would the creation have

an earnest expectation of the manifestation of the sons

of God? Paul says in v. 23 that our own expectation is

the redemption of the body – the same thing to which

Paul refers in Ephesians 1:14.

The Greek term that is translated into English as

redemption is apolutrosis. This redemption includes the

sacrificial "price" paid to keep us from being destroyed

(Gen. 2:17; Rom. 6:23; 1 Cor. 6:19, 20). However,

atonement was not completely fulfilled when that sacri-

fice was made. Think in terms of "It takes two to tan-

go." Apolutrosis presents a two-stage process: (1) De-

livering the individual from the consequences of his/her

sins and (2) freeing the individual from the limitations

of the flesh – which involves the mortal putting on im-

mortality and the corruptible putting on incorrupti-

bility (1 Cor. 15:51-54). The "tango" part involves the

sinner's acceptance of Christ's sacrifice and interven-

tion. All of the atonement in creation is powerless in

the lives of the individuals who do not – will not – ac-

cept it. All who want that atonement to affect their con-

tinued existence must repent, profess faith in it, and

accept Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord of their lives

(see Acts 2:38-40, John 3:16-21 and 2 Pet. 3:9).

Therefore, it is safe to say that atonement is also a

work in progress. Even the 1,000-year completion of

the ministry of reconciliation is part and parcel to the

continuing work of atonement. It is one thing to make

the ultimate sacrifice; it is quite another thing to con-

vince the transgressors to accept it as something that

really makes their continued existence, freedom from

the consequences of sin, and the freedom from the

limitations of the flesh, possible.

Also, you cannot put a specific calendar date on the

time when atonement arrives. It was as good as accom-

plished when the Father and Son conceived their plan

(before they had created the orderly universe) for creat-

ing man in their image and bringing him into their Fam-

ily (Eph. 1:4-14; Rom. 4:17). The two goats involved in

the Leviticus 16 ritual are symbolic of the two roles that

Jesus Christ plays in the plan of salvation: (1) the aton-

ing sin sacrifice that pays for the sins of all mankind for

all time (1 Cor. 5:6-8; 2 Cor. 5:17-21) and (2) the com-

plete, thorough removal of those sins from God's sight

and memory (Psa. 103:8-18; Isa. 65:17). These "events"

put forward in God's Holy Day calendar are symbolic of
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how God and Jesus Christ are going to bring to bear

their plan to create mankind in their image and to solve

the problems inherent in giving mankind independent

minds that face the decision about being included in

that plan.

Feast of Tabernacles

Like any other Holy Day period, the Feast of Taber-

nacles is symbolic and prophetic. As Paul points out in

1 Corinthians 10, Israel's past experiences serve as ex-

amples for those who come along later and become

members of the true faith. The experience of Israel in

the 40 years after the exodus from Egypt included liv-

ing in "tabernacles" – more specifically called "booths"

(read Lev. 23:39-43).

It is significant that the Lord God instructed Moses

to write: "I made the children of Israel to dwell in

booths, when I brought them out of the land of Egypt"

(v. 43; emphases added). Read Numbers 13:1-14:39.

This records that the reason for that wandering was a

lack of faith in the Lord God's plan for Israel. Read

Exodus 40:33-38. This records the fact that the Lord

God was with them in spirit presence during the entire

journey during the 40 years of wandering that were im-

posed upon them for their lack of faith.

It is noteworthy that Israel wandered in the desert

for 40 years before they were allowed to cross the Jor-

dan River into Canaan ... the Promised Land. At best,

the "booths" they lived in were temporary dwellings.

Wherever they went, they had to gather the materials to

make the temporary dwellings; when it was time to do

some more wandering, they abandoned them and went

to their next temporary dwelling place.

Hebrews 11:8-10 shows the same idea relative to

Abraham's wanderings in the Land of Promise – not

that Abraham was made to do that because of a lack of

faith (see Rom. 4:13-25). The main point, it seems, is

that even the actual possession of the Promised Land at

that time constituted a temporary dwelling until the

"city which has foundations [denoting permanence],

whose builder and maker is God" (emphases added), is

finally fulfilled according to the symbolism  and type in-

volved in prophecy.

It is also significant that Jesus Christ is called  Em-

manuel in Matthew 1:23 because in our present "wan-

dering" through this world (see Heb. 11:13-16) He is

recognized as "God with us." He is ever present with

His people until the time when He will return to begin

bringing into existence the actual fulfillment of that

permanent "dwelling place" known as the New Hea-

vens and New Earth (Matt. 29:20). He is indeed the ar-

chitect and builder of that promised "Land" in the place

on earth that He promised Abraham (see Gen. 15:6-8,

13-21; Zech. 14:9; Rom. 4:13; 8:14-17; Gal. 3:26-29;

Heb. 6:13-20; Rev. 5:10). Until He returns, we are "pil-

grims and strangers" in this present world ... longing for

that city that God will build.

Paul points out in 2 Corinthians 4:6-5:21 the tempo-

rary nature of our physical bodies – what he calls

"earthen vessels" in 4:7 and "earthly house" in 5:1. Paul

is stressing the idea he presents in 1 Corinthians 15:35-

50: Our present "earthy" bodies must be replaced by a

"heavenly" body. Why? Because v. 46 says that the "na-

tural" body comes first and the "spiritual" body comes

later, and v. 50 says that the "earthy" body is incapable,

in and of itself, of entering the spirit realm and inher-

iting eternity. It must undergo a change from mortality

and corruption to immortality and incorruption (vv. 51-

54; see also John 3:3-8).

Second Corinthians 5:1-4 points out that the "earth-

ly" body must dissolve (that is, be "made to disappear";

Gen. 3:19) in order for us to have the "heavenly" body.

This does not mean that we have to go to heaven as an

immortal soul – or any such similar thing. As a matter

of fact, we also recognize the temporary nature of our

present bodies (v. 2). We are not, nor do we have inside

our present bodies, an immortal soul that automatically

transports us to heaven the moment we die (read Job

14:1-15 ... especially noting that Job expected to "wait

until my change comes"). Ecclesiastes 9:5,10 show that

there is no mental, physical, or spiritual activity present

in the dead. Ecclesiastes 12:7 shows that the dead re-

turn to their dust and the breath of life returns to God

who gave it (Gen. 2:7; 3:19:22-24). And ... heaven is

nowhere in Scripture said to be the reward of the saved.

Our present "earthly" body must be "swallowed up

of life" (2 Cor. 5:4) – that is, we do not want to be

merely stripped of our existence. We want to have our

mortality replaced by something that is eternally perma-
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nent. Compare this to Romans 7:24, 25 and 8:9-14.

Paul's point is that our present body is a "body of death"

because it eventually will be dissolved. Our only reme-

dy for that is to acquire the "down payment" of the Holy

Spirit that serves as God's guarantee that the "body of

death" will be replaced by the "heavenly body."

That is the point of 2 Corinthians 5:5 and Ephesians

1:13, 14. Paul says in 2 Corinthians 5:5-8 that we

would rather be absent from our present bodies and

present with the Lord in our "heavenly" bodies. This

verse is misinterpreted to make it seem that Paul is say-

ing that we will immediately go to heaven when we die

("to be absent from the body is to be present with the

Lord"). No such thing! He is merely showing a prefer-

ence for the eternal body that God has reserved for us

(vv. 1-3) pending the return of Jesus Christ and beyond.

That is made plain in our faith in the resurrection from

the dead ... not in the immortal soul! We are presently

temporary! Paul reveals that God certifies His intention

to make us permanent through Jesus Christ. The fulfill-

ment of this is also a work in progress.

Beyond that symbolism, we also recognize that the

Feast of Tabernacles symbolizes the "temporary" nature

of the 1,000-year period of completing the ministry of

reconciliation – Isaiah 55:6, 7 being a key Scripture sig-

naling that thought. We know from Zechariah 14 that

there will be survivors of the battle that Jesus Christ

and the Saints will wage against the governments of

this world. We know that these survivors will be the

objects of the continued efforts by God to bring salva-

tion to the human population that makes up the "world"

over that 1000-year period. Having access to "God with

us" during that time will be possible ... but with an end-

game in sight (see Isa. 2:1-5 and Zech. 14:16-19).

Those who are successfully brought to the true faith

during that time will fulfill the symbolism expressed in

this later, larger "harvest": the "secondfruits." This

means that another outpouring of the Holy Spirit will be

necessary.

The Eighth Day of Tabernacles

Leviticus 23:36, 39 focuses our attention on the

"eighth day" of the Feast of Tabernacles. Without much

scriptural support, this eighth day has been equated

with the implication of infinity that is symbolized by the

number 8. Indeed, eternity is the infinity bound up in

eternal life (John 3:16). You should remember that

apolutrosis in Ephesians 1:14 ("redemption") means to

be freed from the limitations of the flesh (1 Cor. 15:51-

54). Death is definitely one of those limitations.

Infinity would be a valid conclusion that there must

be something in the Holy Days that also fulfills that

concept ... if the Holy Days are prophetic descriptions

of how God will eventually bring mankind into His

eternal Family. The "eighth day" would, therefore, rep-

resent the tail-end of this aspect of the Law and Proph-

ets. Where do we find a reasonable answer for this

prophecy?

Revelation 20:5-15 is the tail-end of a longer proph-

ecy about the "revelation" of such things. We see in

Revelation 20:5 that there is to be a resurrection from

the dead at the end of the 1,000-year completion of the

ministry of reconciliation. Does this signal that those

who never confessed Jesus as Lord and Savior are

about to be burned up in the Lake of Fire? No. That

would suggest that even those who never had a chance

to learn about Jesus Christ since the Garden of Eden

will be summarily executed because of that ignorance

(which does not mean that they are incapable of know-

ing; you are ignorant of that which you do not know or

of which you are unaware).

Romans 10:17 says that "Faith comes by hearing,

and hearing by the word of God." What if they never

heard ... and subsequently never had the opportunity to

make a decision about the issue? Is it possible to "hear"

if God has not "revealed" it to you (1 Cor. 2:6-16) or

"called" you to it (John 6:44, 65; Matt. 13:9-17)?

Would God be just if He summarily executed the "ig-

norant" without offering them an opportunity to "hear"

and have the required faith? These questions are an-

swered in the symbolism of the "eighth day." How do

we know this? (Compare Rom.10:17-21 to 11:25-29.)

There are two aspects of this "second resurrection"

to which we must pay attention. The first is that Rev-

elation 20:7-15 addresses some of the actions that are to

take place at the end of the 1,000 years: Satan will be

released from the bottomless pit (see v.v. 1-3) and will

carry out a brief attempt to deceive the nations before

he is thrown into the Lake of Fire for destruction. The
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fact that Gog and Magog join him in his efforts to wage

warfare against God's people is proof that not everyone

who lives during the 1,000-year period will, in fact, be

brought to repentance. The second aspect occurs after

Satan and his allies are defeated and consumed by fire

(vv. 9, 10).

The second aspect is revealed in vv. 11-15. If you

remember that the "second harvest" is symbolized by

the Feast of Tabernacles, then you might very well be

able to grasp the significance of the second resurrec-

tion. This resurrection consists of all who have died

outside of the faith since the Garden of Eden ... includ-

ing those who lived in the flesh after the return of Jesus

Christ. Some of these will have been judged to be in-

corrigibly wicked and will be confronted with God's

judgment. Some who came to true faith during the

1,000-year period will be changed from flesh to spirit.

Some will be those who never knew or had a chance to

repent and accept Christ's sacrifice and Lordship. All of

this is to take place before the Great White Throne of

God's judgment (vv. 11, 12).

Notice in v. 13 that there are "books" (plural) that

are to be opened – presumably for the purpose of find-

ing the "evidence" needed for that judgment. One of

those books is the book of life, which would contain the

record of those who had been added to it during the

1,000-year period. It is patently evident that the "first-

fruits" were already listed there and were changed from

flesh to spirit at the return of Jesus Christ 1,000 years

before. The opening of that "book of life" has nothing

to do with judging the "firstfruits." They will have al-

ready been judged (see 1 Peter 4:17). This "opening" is

to see who was added to it during the 1,000-year period.

That is the intent of the latter part of v. 13: "The dead

were judged out of those things which were written in

the books [plural], according to their works."

God has very good foundation for judging all of

those who have ever lived (John 3:16-21; Rom. 3:10-

31). Part of that judgment will include consideration of

the circumstances in which they lived and how they

dealt with them. The other thing He will consider is

whether they did not come to the true faith as a result of

willful resistance or because of deception and no "call-

ing" to be part of the true faith. Suppose they were a

mere child sent to its death as a sacrifice to a pagan god

(see Isa. 7:13-16; Rom. 9:11). Suppose it was a viable

fetus that was killed by a partial-birth abortion. Would

a just God simply throw either of these humans into the

Lake of Fire for not having believed on Jesus Christ

before they died? Here is the answer.

God would make the determination based on the

"evidence" in the "books." It would be "according to the

sentence of the Law" (Deut. 17:9-13) – which has two

sides: justice and mercy. Mercy, based on the "evi-

dence," would prevail according to the Law and Proph-

ets ("books"; read Psa. 25 as an example). It is not clear

how long of a period such individuals would have to

make their decisions. Some claim that it would amount

to about 100 years ... based on Isaiah 65:17-25 (see

especially v. 20). I offer a different opinion.

Isaiah 65:17-25 is about the creation of "new hea-

vens and a new earth" (v. 17). All of the descriptions in

vv. 17-25 pertain to things that will prevail during that

coming "eternity" beyond this age. My first question is

this: From where do the humans come that are "chil-

dren" and "infant of days" and "offspring"? From where

do the humans come who are engendering "offspring"?

Does God create another strain of humans to inhabit the

new heavens and new earth ... or does He carry over

into that time some of those who were resurrected in

the second resurrection and teach them His ways in a

totally safe environment?

I suggest that Jesus Christ and the firstfruit saints

will have done such a thorough work of reconciling all

things in heaven and on earth and beneath the earth that

it will be completely safe for God to do such a thing

(see 1 Cor. 15:23-28 and Rev. 20:14, 15). He can deal

with any problems remaining among the human popu-

lation even before a generation has passed (Phil 2:9-

11). After all, the Tree of Life will be made accessible

to the human population of the New Heavens and New

Earth (Rev. 22:1, 2). We know from Genesis 3:23 that

the Tree of Life represents mankind's access to eternal

life.

What This Has to do With the Calendar

You might well wonder what this part of the study

has to do with the Holy Day calendar. Remember that

the Holy Days are "Law" and "Prophets." As such, they
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qualify as part of the "all things" mentioned in Lule

24:44. While they represent specific dates of observ-

ance on the calendar that God has revealed in Leviticus

23, they do not represent an order of specific dates in

history when they will be fulfilled. The Holy Days are

not the order of fulfillment. Passover did not come be-

fore Atonement as far as fulfillment is concerned. In

history, they came at the same time when Jesus Christ

was crucified. However, the "harvest" of the firstfruits

is shown to occur before the later, larger "harvest" of

the secondfruits and beyond. That being the case, how

can we believe that the Feast of Trumpets is the exact

date for the return of Jesus Christ when Pentecost rep-

resents the "harvest" of the firstfruits at His return?

Think very seriously about that.

It is important to conform to the specific dates of

the observance of these prophetic mysteries that were

revealed to Moses by the Lord God (Jesus Christ). It is

important to avoid anything that causes you to deviate

from those specific dates (Matt. 15:1-9). It is important

for you to understand what it means to change the truth

of God into a lie (Rom. 1:25). It is not necessary for us

to grope in the "dark" and along the "wall" like the

blind (Deut. 28:29; Isa. 59:10). Read Luke 4:16-21. Part

of the ministry of Jesus Christ is to enable us to have

the spiritual "sight" we need for properly understanding

these things. I walk by the "sight" that I have (Hab. 2:1-

4). If I am in error, may God correct me and bring me

in line with His holy will.  May He do the same for you.

This book is a detailed explanation of the
prophecy in Revelation 13 about two
enigmatic characters who are to appear
during the "last days" of our present
civilization. While we are not given their
personal identities, we are given enough
information to know that they will be
heavily influenced by Satan to attempt a
takeover of the entire world by pretending
to be either God or His Christ ... or both.
This book is timeless ... a "must" for the
libraries of those who are serious students
of biblical prophecy. It challenges you to
think seriously about God's revelation.

Order you copy today from
www.westbowpress.com.
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How We Construct 

Our Holy Day Calendar

I
n this article, I am going to demonstrate how we in The Seventh Day Christian Assembly, Inc. construct our Holy

Day Calendar. I will begin by laying out the “Rules of Postponement” and explain how they actually set aside

the Commandment of God. I will use the construction of the 2017 Holy Day Calendar as an example. These

directions are simple enough that you should be able to use them in the future without too many problems. One basic

rule to follow is this: Follow God’s instructions as much as He has revealed them. In this construction to dem-

onstrate the process, I will use information from www.seasky.org in the astronomy calendar section.

The “Year”

In the Julian and Gregorian calendars, a solar cal-

endar is used. That means that it is based on the earth’s

revolution around the sun, which takes approximately

365¼ “days.” The most accurate determination is 365

days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, and 2.8 seconds. Because of

the ¼ “day” involved, the year is rounded down to 365

days. However, every fourth year an extra day is added

to February in order to account for the ¼ “day” omitted

during the other years. February was selected merely

because it is the shortest of the 12 months (which are

not based on a "moon cycle"). You can usually deter-

mine a “leap” year if its number is evenly divisible by

four (2016 divided by 4 = 504; therefore, 2016 was a

“leap” year).

Since the length of the solar year is slightly less

than 365¼ “days,” a further correction is made during

those centuries that are divisible by 400. The centuries

1700, 1800, and 1900 are not evenly divisible by 400,

so the “years” in them are called “common years”;

however, 2000 is divisible by 400, so those “years” are

called “leap” years and a correction is made. This

correction is more subtle than the normal “leap” year

correction imposed every four calendar years. This

demonstrates that man-made calendars are not accurate

expressions of a true "year."

The “Hebrew” calendar is somewhat different; it is

known as a lunisolar calendar. It takes into considera-

tion both the movements of the earth around the sun

and the moon around the earth. The “months” are deter-

mined by the revolution of the moon around the earth.

Such is not the case with the solar calendar. The moon

revolves around the earth in about 29½ days (29 days,

12 hours, 3.3 seconds, to be exact). In 12 revolutions of

the moon around the earth, the lunar year will be 354

days long (12 x 29½ = 354). That number is significant

because it is 11¼ days shorter than the solar year.

For that reason, adjustments have to be made in or-

der to keep the solar years and the lunar years recon-

ciled. Otherwise, the “months” would drift so much that

the seasons would be out of alignment. The days of the

lunar year would drift 11 to 12 days earlier per year. In

eight years, the months would “drift” 90 days (11¼ x 8

= 90). You could literally have “spring fever” during

the winter after a while. The “months” that are usually

associated with a particular “season” would not match

up.

Man-made calendars were constructed in order to

solve the problem of the “drifts” in order to bring about

the needed correction. In the so-called "Hebrew" calen-

dar, we found that they use a model based on the Me-

tonic Cycle, which was named after Meton, a Greek

astronomer who lived during the 5th century BCE. Me-

ton figured out that over 19 years the lunar calendar
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could be reconciled if it was arranged with 12 regular

years of 12 months and seven “leap years” of 13

months. This makes it possible to synchronize the solar

and lunar calendars every 19 years.

Sometime during the early 300s AD, the Jewish

Sanhedrin set up a permanent Calendar Council that

consisted of three to seven elite rabbis, and they adop-

ted the Meton calendar model. Following Meton's mo-

del, Hillel II reconciled the "Hebrew" calendar by

adding a 29-day month, called Adar II, to the end of the

regular calendar – plus an extra day to the preceding

month, called Adar I – seven times in 19 years.

After the mid-300s AD, under the Sassanian rule,

they “fixed” the calendar so that the 13th month intercal-

ations would occur during the 3rd, 6th, 8th, 11th, 14th, 17th,

and 19th years. These years would add the 29-day month

Adar II to make them “leap” years, and the others

would be the “common” years.  The “common” year

would be 353, 354, or 355 days long, and the “leap”

year would be 383, 384, or 385 days long. However,

their “problem” was not truly solved because the result-

ant calendar was not purely solar, or lunar, or lunisolar.

And … the rabbis had other concerns.

The Rules of “Postponement”

The rabbis did not want Yom Kippur (for us, the

Day of Atonement) to fall on a Friday or a Sunday.

They did not want back-to-back Sabbaths. They also

would “postpone” the date of Yom Kippur in order that

Hoshanah Rabba (a Jewish custom not commanded by

God that is observed on the 7th day of Sukkot – for us,

the Feast of Tabernacles) would not fall on the weekly

Sabbath during Sukkot. The physical nature of the cele-

bration of Hoshanah Rabba (gathering and later beating

willow branches on the ground during a ritual cere-

mony) would cause them to work on the weekly Sab-

bath.

It appears that, since all of these problems occur in

the seventh month, they felt obliged to “fix” the prob-

lems in the seventh month by declaring that the start of

the month of Tishri (the 7th month) can be postponed up

to two days beyond the new moon that is supposed to

begin the civil calendar year (the molad Tishri). Add to

this their self-imposed calendar requirement that the

year will be no less than 353 days and no more than 385

days and that seven intercalations of a 29-day month in

19 years have to be made. 

The first day of Tishri is the holy day Rosh Hashan-

ah (for us, the Feast of Trumpets). You should be able

to see the “trap” they fell into because of their man-

made calendars and traditions. Remember what I said

in the introduction about following God’s instructions

as far as He has revealed them.

This is where God more clearly opened my under-

standing of Matthew 15:1-9. Beyond what is typically

taught about Christ not doing away with the law of

clean and unclean meats and obeying God rather than

man, there is a clear case about religious traditions ver-

sus God’s commandments that needs to be heeded.

Jesus clearly pointed out how the corban tradition

circumvented God’s Law and caused the participants in

it to make God’s fifth Commandment to be void in both

letter and spirit. If that is true, what must we under-

stand about any other religious traditions not com-

manded by God that cause God’s commandments to be

broken and annulled?

How does the celebration of Hoshanah Rabba fit

into that question? How does the postponement of

Atonement and the new moon (the molad Tishri) gov-

erning the Feast of Trumpets and the setting of the Holy

Day calendar fit into that question? Let’s look again at

the five rules of postponement in order to understand 

more clearly the solution to the problem.

The rabbis established five rules of postponement

that would justify making changes to God’s Holy Day

calendar. Each postponement is determined to be justi-

fied when the molad Tishri occurs in one of the follow-

ing ways:

1. If the molad Tishri falls on a Sunday, Wed-

nesday, or Friday of any year, then Rosh Ha-

shanah ( the first day of the seventh month;

Lev. 23:24, 25) is postponed one day.

2. If the molad Tishri falls at or after noon-

time on any day of the week, then Rosh Ha-

shanah is postponed one day. In essence, this

is excusable because you have to have a start-

ing point in the day to determine if the observ-
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ance starts that day or the next. On or after

noon would be 18 hours after the beginning of

that day ... so, the first day would begin at sun-

down ending that day if it is postponed.

3. If, as a result of rule #2, the start of Tishri is

postponed to a Sunday, Wednesday, or Friday,

then Rosh Hashanah is postponed one more

day (which would make it a two-day post-

ponement because of rule #1).

4. If the molad Tishri, in a year following a

leap year, falls on a Monday after approxi-

mately 9:32 a.m., then Rosh Hashanah is post-

poned one day.

5. If the molad Tishri, in a non-leap year, oc-

curs on a Tuesday between approximately

3:11 a.m. and noon, then Rosh Hashanah is

postponed two days.

All of these "postponements" move the "new moon"

away from the actual "new moon." That is the crux of

the problem with postponements because they are based

on man-made religious traditions, not on "Law." Poten-

tially, they can cause every Holy Day to be postponed

one to two days beyond the specified scriptural date.

You have to ask yourself if God allows such a man-

made concept.

Setting up a Holy Day Calendar

Here are the easy questions: Can you find any-

where in Scripture where God commanded the Is-

raelites or the Jews to construct a calendar method like

that discussed above? Can you find anywhere in Scrip-

ture where God commanded them to begin His calendar

with the seventh month? Can you find anywhere in

Scripture where God’s concern about His calendar in-

volves any other “months” than the first and the seventh

“months (do not count Pentecost because it is not deter-

mined by a “month”)?

The simple and easy answer to all of those ques-

tions is “NO”! If you are honest with yourself, you will

admit that God does not give any detailed description

about how to set up a calendar to determine His Holy

Days. If you are honest with yourself (and God), you

will admit that God has no built-in reasons why any of

His Holy Days should be postponed as a convenience

for mankind’s religious traditions. In essence, there is

one beginning point from which all other points in the

calendar are determined: the first day of the first month

... and each Holy Day has a specific time during the

year to be observed. Let’s see how this works.

Exodus 12:1 and 13:4 are the two verses from

which we get our information about the beginning date.

It occurs during the month of Abib, which occurs rela-

tive to the spring equinox, not the molad Tishri. In

some Scriptures we can find the name Nisan (the Baby-

lonian name; see Est. 3:7) used instead of Abib. Abib is

the seventh month of the civil year, but the first month

of the ecclesiastical year. Tishri is the first month of the

civil year, but the seventh month of the ecclesiastical

year. Abib has to do with the time during which the ear-

ly spring grain (ex.: barley) begins putting on tiny grain

pods. That being the case, there is no reason for the

Passover to be observed before the spring equinox.

With that information, you can understand how to

use an ordinary Farmer’s Almanac to figure ahead

when to observe God’s feast days. We use Eastern

Standard Time to calculate the calendar we use. The

Farmer’s Almanac will use Eastern Daylight Saving

Time from sometime in March to sometime in Novem-

ber. The DST is a man-made time function. If, for ex-

ample, the Almanac shows 1:00 p.m. DST, then sub-

tract the added hour and figure it to be 12:00 noon EST.

In this explanation, I will use the calculations given

on www.seasky.org in the astronomy calendar menu.

You have to take into consideration the difference be-

tween their Universal Time Clock (UTC) and Eastern

Standard Time  – EST is four hours earlier than UTC.

They furnish a formula for figuring out your local time.

For example, if the new moon occurs at 1:00 a.m. UTC,

you subtract four hours to get the EST (1:00 A.M.

minus 4 hours = 9:00 P.M. EST). This helps you to

hone your elementary arithmetic skills.

In all of this, you should also realize that the Inter-

national Date Line is the commonly accepted point at

which the day's date begins and ends – and, it is not a

straight line. Your task is to observe the Holy Days dur-
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ing the day established by that International Date Line

– which Judaism has historically accepted since World

War II. When you compute the time at which the Holy

Day will be observed, you are not trying to establish a

local time apart from, say, Jerusalem. You are trying to

establish the time for local observance as that "day"

comes to your part of the world.

We construct our calendar for local EST because

we live in the State of Georgia (USA). In other words,

the people in Alabama just across the State line will

have to adjust for Central Standard Time – and so on

across the United States (Mountain and Pacific) and the

rest of the world. I know, for example, that the people

in Alaska will begin the next day about five hours after

we in Georgia have begun it.

New Zealand will cross the IDL almost 24 hours

before Alaska begins the same day because they are on

opposite sides of the line ... even though they are only

a few hours apart either side of the line. Israel will be

several hours into the next day before we are. But ... the

"day" will have been the same for all of us after the IDL

has begun the "day" according to our local positions on

the globe. The revolution of the earth from the begin-

ning of the "day" at the IDL until the end of the revolu-

tion is about 24 hours. Yes, the IDL is man-made.

Now, locate the calendar for March because the

spring equinox occurs around March 20 every year. It

is a stable, consistent reference point that God has fa-

shioned into the change of the seasons (two equinoxes

and two solstices). Locate the full moon (generally

known as the Paschal [Passover] Moon) that will come

at noon or after the day the spring equinox occurs in

2017. The time of the full moon’s occurrence must not

be before noon on the day of the spring equinox; you

are using that full moon to find the preceding new

moon. For example: the spring equinox in 2017 will be

on Monday, March 20 before the noon hour (6:29 a.m.).

Before noon means that it is reckoned as occurring on

March 20 (the biblical "day" begins at the previous

sundown).

In March 2017, there is a full moon on March 12. I

know that this is not the Paschal moon because it oc-

curs eight days before the spring equinox.  That means

that, if the spring equinox occurs on March 20, then the

full moon that is to come on or after the equinox will be

Tuesday, April 11 at 2:08 a.m. EST. (it begins at sun-

down on April 10).

That being the case, now I look back from April 11

to find the new moon that began that moon cycle be-

cause it is the beginning of the first "month" relative to

the spring equinox. Since the Holy Day calendar year

begins on the first day of the first "month," I have to go

back to the new moon prior to April 11 in order to

establish that first day. If the new moon comes before

noon, the first day is on that day; if it comes at noon or

afterwards, then it is on the next day (which begins at

sundown). The new moon I’m looking for occurs on

March 27 at 10:58 p.m. EST (after noon on March 27);

so, March 28 is the first day of the first month in 2017.

Why? Because the biblical day began at sundown on

March 27; we will count that as March 28.

At this point, I know that Passover will not occur

before the spring equinox if I count 14 days (Ex. 12:6)

into that moon cycle (“month”). The equinox was on

March 20th. No problem there anyway. So, I count from

March 28 to find the 14th day of the first month, which

is Passover. March 28th is the first day of the new year.

April 10th is the 14th day of the first month. It began, by

biblical definition, at sundown on April 9. We will

observe Passover during the evening of April 9, which

is by biblical definition the "evening" (ben ha arbayim)

of the 14th day of the first month.

So, I have to remember that the day is from evening

to evening (Gen. 1:5, 8, 13, 19, 23, and 31). If I am to

observe Passover during the evening of the 14th day of

the first month (Lev. 23:5), then I have to observe it in

2017 on the night of Sunday, April 9 (by the Julian cal-

endar) so that the observance coincides with the bib-

lical definition of the 14th “day” of the first “month”

that is regulated by the spring equinox. I can now use

that same new moon (March 28) to find the dates for the

remainder of the feast days.

The Feast of Unleavened Bread is to be observed

from Abib 15 through 21 (Lev. 23:6). That means that

this feast will be April 11 (beginning the evening of

April 10) through April 17 (beginning the evening of

April 16). For Pentecost, I do not have to bother with

another new moon to find out when it is to be observed

because the instructions about "counting" to Pentecost

are given in Leviticus 23:15, 16, and 21.
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Notice that there will be a 50-day count from “the

morrow after the [weekly] Sabbath.” Sunday to Satur-

day is seven days. Seven times seven is 49 days. The

49th day will be a weekly Sabbath. The day after that

weekly Sabbath will be the 50th day: Pentecost means

“count 50.” It will begin at the sundown that ends the

seventh Sabbath (June 4, 2017). You might wonder

why the Jews did not want Atonement to immediately

precede or immediately follow the weekly Sabbath, yet

not be concerned with Pentecost (always on Sunday)

following a weekly Sabbath. We'll see.

In order to find the molad Tishri, I still have to use

the first new moon. So, I have to count to the seventh

new moon of the year. In 2017, the seventh new moon

occurs on September 20 before noon. We will begin ob-

serving the Feast of Trumpets at the sundown of Sep-

tember 19. That will be the first day of the seventh

month (Lev. 23:24, 25). Now it will be a simple matter

of counting to the 10th day (Lev. 23: 27-32) and the 15th

through the 22nd days (Lev. 23:33-39). The 10th day of

the seventh month will be September 29, 2017 (begins

at sundown September 28). The 15th through 22nd days

will be October 4th through 11th (begins at sundown

October 3).

If you have constructed your 2017 holy day calendar

based on this model, then you should be able to con-

struct one of your own in the future prior to the feast

seasons. Remember: Follow God’s instructions as

much as He has revealed them. There is no reason for

you to observe "slivers" or "postponements."

Is Passover Always During Abib?

This one is going to seem like a contradiction if you

are not careful to remember some basic points about the

calendar. It is prompted by the fact that the first day of

the new “year” does not always begin in March because

the full moon after the spring equinox does not always

fall in March. Let’s see how you can figure out this

question.

In 2016, the Jewish calendar postponed the new

“year” from March until April because the intercalation

of Adar II pushed “Abib” to 29 days later in the year.

Therefore, the Jews and those who follow their calendar

system observed what we call the seven days of the

Feast of Unleavened Bread (Lev. 23:6-8) from April

23/24 to 29/30 (that is: evening/morning). They count

that as being during “Abib.” We, however, figure

“Abib” relative to the spring equinox, not relative to

“postponements” or intercalations. Let’s look at a situa-

tion in which we will observe Passover in April, instead

of March.

In 2017, the spring equinox falls on March 20.

However, the nearest full moon that occurs on or after

March 20 is April 11 at 2:00 a.m. EST. The new moon

prior to that occurs at 02:58 UTC on March 28. Sub-

tracting the four hours difference translates this into

10:58 p.m. EST on March 27. That means that this new

moon occurs after noon on March 27, so the new “day”

is counted as beginning at sundown on the 27th and run-

ning until sundown on the 28th. When I count the 14

days for Passover, it will be observed from the “eve-

ning” that comes at sundown on April 9th until sundown

on April 10th. We list the Julian calendar date as April

10. So, beginning the new “year” on March 28, 2017

began “Abib” for us. I can figure out the rest of the

2017 holy days from there. Because the intercalated

month Adar II is a "winter" month (even though the

spring equinox occurred on March 20), the Jews say

that Passover cannot be observed during the "winter."

It should be apparent, then, that our calendar

“months” will not always coincide with the Jewish cal-

endar “months.” Their “Abib” will not always coincide

with our “Abib.” But, according to the reckoning we

use for determining “Abib” and the “first ‘day’ of the

new “year,” we will always observe Passover during

“Abib” relative to the spring equinox. We are con-

cerned only with the time periods that actually con-

stitute “Abib” and “Tishri” ... not "winter" months that

run well past the beginning of Spring.

In 2019, for instance, the new “moon” associated

with the full moon on or after the spring equinox does

not occur until April 5. This pushes Passover to April

18 and the Feast of Unleavened Bread to April 19-25.

So, even though the spring equinox is consistently in

March (20th or 21st), the first day of the new “year” is

not. “Abib” in 2019 will not occur until April 5. The

Jews and those who follow their calendar recognize this

because they will observe what we call the Feast of Un-

leavened Bread April 21-27. Notice that they will be
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imposing “postponements” during that year because

they will observe these holy days two days later than we

do. This year (2016), they observed them about 30 days

later! Yet, when there are no “postponements,” we ob-

serve them at the same time. This tells us that our cal-

endar is technically correct.

A Comparison for 2017

I want to finish this study by making a point about

the comparison between our 2017 Holy Day calendar

and the one used by the Jews and various Churches of

God. Please note that there will be "postponements" in

the Hillel II calendar for 2017.

The Feast of Unleavened Bread for Hillel II will be

April 12-18. Pentecost will be June 1. Trumpets will be

September 22. Atonement will follow on September 30,

and Tabernacles will be October 5 through 12.

Compare that to our calendar: Passover = April 10;

Feast of Unleavened Bread = April 11-17; Pentecost =

June 4 (the Jews are probably observing Sivan 6 as a

fixed date); Feast of Trumpets = September 20; Atone-

ment = September 29; and Feast of Tabernacles = Octo-

ber 4-11. This means that a one-day postponement has

occurred. If there were no postponements(s), they

would be observing the same days we do – except the

Jews would observe Pentecost (Shavuoth) on Sivan 6.

Be honest with yourself. Ask if God ever intended

any man-made postponements for His specific dates in

His Holy Day "year." It is important that you attempt to

be more specific. It is important that you avoid the ad-

ditions and diminishments of God's word caused by

man-made traditions.

It is our hope that other
Churches of God will
rethink their continued

dependence on the Hillel
II calendar model.
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